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This research evaluates the results of a change in policy by
Qregon I s Children f s Services Division penni tting foster pal"ents to adopt
their foster child.

A comparison \<las made bet\<Jeen t\vO groups of children,

both of whom were seen by their caseworkers as not likely to return home
and adoptable.

One group 'was believed likely t.o be adopted by foster

parents and the other believed likely to be adopted by new parents.
Process and outcome of placement efforts for the two groups are described
and compared.

The study sample, comprised of 155 children, 'were follm'i'ed

for 28 months from the time the decision was made that they were not
likely to return home and were adoptable.

Decisions necessary to reach
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the adoption goal were identified) and the time they took were swnmarized
for the sample.

An assessment \\-as made of the extent to which variables

having to do ,Iii th characteristics of the child, his history with the
agency and the influence of the agency and court accounted for decisions
made and time.
From the results of this study it appears that adoption by foster
parents is a viable option for permanent placement.

It can be accomplished

as quickly, for as many children) aJld 'with no more risk than adoption
by ne\" parents

0

No difference was found in the proportion of the

sample who liere adopted by new parents and those adopted by foster
parents.

It took approximately one year, no matter lv-hat the outcome.

Children who might not otherwise be placeable were adopted by foster
parents.

These \"ere the older children who had been in foster care

longer and were considered less placeable.

This provides a placement

option for those most difficult to place.
Though adoption was seen as likely, half of the samp] e (74 of 155)
remained in foster care.

Of these:, 31 percent (23 of 74) were freed

from parents but not adopted.

Children who remained in foster care

are the oldest and the least placeable in the sample.

For these

children the options for exit from foster care are limited, a}l.d this
seen6 to call for an intensive effort to find adoptive homes.

Also

needed is a closer monitoring of cases from entry into foster care
to assure that the case is resolved as quickly as possible.
Children were more likely to be placed in a permanent home if
they liere part of a demonstration project which assigned special
caseworkers to work intensively tOh-ard the goal of finding a permanent
home for the child. Return to parents had the highest priority; or, if
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this was not possible, adoption.

Eleven percent of the sample retmTIed

to their parents, though they had been thought not likely to retmTI home.
Children chosen for the project efforts were younger and more placeabJ.e.
I'-Iethods used by the project casmvorkers should be made available for
every case to facilitate their early resolution.
Several findings point to a need for some fOllTIal case review
process.

Some case decisions which should have been made on the

facts of the case were accounted fcir~ at least in part, by caseworker
attitude.

Such bias might be reduced by basing decisions on the

consensus of several informed people.
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CHAPTER I
INTROneCTION

This study evaluates the introduction in Oregon of a policy permitting foster parents to adopt foster children in given circumstances.
When a child cannot return to his parents for reasons justifying
termination of parental rights, adoption offers the prospect of permanent family relationships.

Yet adoption is a child welfare policy

that traditionally has not been considered appropriate for the relationship between foster parents and the children in their care.

Foster

care and adoption were designed as mutually exclusive alternatives, one
temporary, the other permanent.

If the intent of foster care is tem-

porary placement, then it is not appropriate to allow an opportunity
for adoption by foster parents to interfere with a child 7 s prospects
for return to his parents.
Pressure to institute a policy permitting foster parents to adopt
came in part because the policy of foster care did not accomplish what
it set out to do.

Though designed to be a temporary planned arrange-

ment, foster care turned out to last for many years for many children,
often until they were emancipated at age 18.
fonned strong ties to foster parents.
possible and grounds existed to

Over time some children

lfuen return to parents was not

tel~inate

parental rights, the agency

sought to honor the emotional bonds formed in foster care and. permit
foster parents to adopt.
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In order to evaluate the nm,,; policy, this study compares it to
an older widely accepted one:
them.

adoption of children by parents new to

For years this policy has been finnly in place.

c.~,:;~arison

Therefore a

is made bet\veen a group of children designated by their case-

workers as candiclates for adoption by their foster parents and a group
designated as candidates for adoption by parents new to them.

The

compaL...30n of these two groups penni ts an assessment to be made of how
implementation of the new policy measures up to an established one having
the same outcome, namely adoption.

By examining process and outcome,

the study evaluates the feasibility of the new policy:

Does the policy

actually produce results, that is, "adoption in substantial nmbers?
Is the policy efficient with respect to the length of time required for
the process to the point of adoption? Does the policy serve a different
population and thus create permanent placements for children not served
by other options?

In general, does the policy create a viable option

in providing family permanency for children in foster care?

FOSTER CARE AND ADOPTION
To permit a better understanding of the implications of this
study for agency policy and practice some knowledge of the operation
of foster care and adoption programs is presented.
The adoption of children by parents new to them has been a common
practice in our society for some time.

Traditionally this w.eant that

parents, often young and unmarried, voluntarily relinquished their
rights to their child, usually a nelvbom baby, and the child 1,'as placed
by a public or private agency in a pennanent adoptive home.

Parents

3

had no further contact with the child and usually were not aware of his
whereabouts.

Adoptive parents 'Kere carefully screened and helped

through the adjustment period by an adoption caseworker (La.hti, et aI.,

1978) .

Wi thin the last two decades a change has taken place.

Fewer

babies are available for adoption leading both agency sta.ff and potential adoptive
children.
ments.

pa~~nts

to explore the possibility of adoptjng older

These children were considered more risJcy as adoptive place-

Even so as adoptive parents were willing to take them, adoption

caseworkers began to work with these potential paTents in an attempt to
secure lasting placements.

Studies discussed more fully in Chapter II

indicate that these efforts have been successful.
Understanding adoption by foster parents and. how it beca'lle an
option for children requires a look at foster cin"e; what it is supposed
to be, what it really is and of efforts to remedy the differences ben.;een the intention and the reality.

Foster frunUy care is a child

welfare service which provides substitute family care for a. planned
period for a. child \I[hen his

Ol'.n

fam:ily cmmot care for hjm for a tem-

porary or extended period when adoption is neither d.esirable nor
possible (American Public Welfare Association, 1975),

The assumption

on which foster care is instituted is that it should be a planned
an"angement and exist for as short a time as possible.

In 1959 Haas

and Engler studied foster children, with startling results.

Of all

children studied better than half gave promise of spending a major part
of their childhooci years in foster care.

Since then simila.r results

have been obtained by other researchers (Jenkins, 1969; Child and Family
Services of New Hampshire, 1972).

Large numbers of foster children
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grow up in an arrangement \vhich is neither planned nor temporary.

As

cllildren lived in foster care for long periods some developed strong
ties to their foster parents and in some cases these parents were permitted to adopt.
Generally the process by ,vhich a child is adopted by foster parents occurs in the following way.

The child's parents do not provide

adequate care and he is placed in a foster horne.

Suecial services and

a concentrated effort are provided to parents in an effort to help them
reach at least a rr.inimurn sufficient level that would permit them to
care for the child.

The biological parents cannot make changes which

would perrni t the child to be returned and it is determined tha. t adoption
is appropriate.

Emotional bonds to foster parents are formed before the

child is adopted, not after as would be the goal when parents adopt a
child new to them.

Agency staff decide that the foster home would be

a good permanent placement and ask foster parents if they would like to
adopt the child.

If they

agree~

adoption takes place and this is usually

with minimum involvement of the adoption caseworker.
A prime condition for the policy of adoption by foster parents to
be implemented is that the court must detennine that the child I s parents
carmot care for him.

No matter hm'.' strong the child f s ties to his fos-

ter parents seem, adoption cannot take place until that child is legally
free from his parents.
rights of parents.

The society values and the court protects the
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THE PROJECT'
In an effort to alleviate this problem a special demonstration
project

was

begun in Oregon.

The project Ivas based on the belief that

a permanent home is important for a child's well being.

The highest

priority was to return the child to his parents, or, if this was not
possible, the choice

was

adoption.

Through a federal grant from the

Office of Child Development of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare a demonstration project (hereafter referred to as "the project")
"Freeing Children for Pennanent Placementl l was set up wi thin Oregon's
Children I s Services Division to deal with the problem of children II/ho
seem destined to remain in limbo in foster care.

The project staff

believed that the phenomena of foster care drift could be largely
attributed to a failure to place in adoptive homes children II/ho could
not return to their parents and it was these children who were the project's focus.
The project provided a unique opportunity to describe and compare
adoption by new parents with adoption by foster parents, because of
the large numbers of children for II/hom the later option seemed the best
choice.

Children chosen as project cases, those not likely to return

home and adoptable, had often lived in their foster home for some time
and a bond between the parents and child had developed.

The project

found large numbers of such children and sought for them adoption by
foster parents.

Until about the time the project began, foster parents

had been discouraged from adopting, in the belief that they had been
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chosen and groomed to provide a temporary home and that permitting them
to adopt interfered \vith their effectiveness in providing short-term
care.

During the project when foster parents wanted to adopt they were

encouraged to proceed,

if the child's parents could not provide a horne

for him and the placement was considered to be a good one.

Foster

parent adoption was the permanent placement for approximately half of
the children who were adopted in the study, providing a chance to assess
the effects of the policy change.
SPECIFIC RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND METHODS

In order to evaluate the policy of adoption by foster parents, a
comparison was made with new parent adoptions.

Five specific objectives

have been defined for this comparison.
1.

Describe the process by which each type of adoption takes
place.

2.

Identify the decisions which can be pinpointed for all cases
and follow and compare each group of children as the identified decisions are made for them.

3.

Account for group differences with the following sets of
variables:

client (measures of characteristics of the child),

non-client (agency and court measures), and service history
(measures of child's association Hith the agency).
4.

Account for the time taken to achieve the outcome with
selected

S.

client~

non-client, and service history variables.

Consider the findings as they contribute to an understanding
of urban-rural differences.
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The methods used to accomplish these objectives were:

intervie\vs,

participant observation, case studies and statistical analysis of
caseworker and supervisor attitudes and ratings and demographic data.
A case study method was chosen to describe the process.

These results

are reported in Chapter IV, in which the reader can see the case events
from beginning until the case was resolved.

The efforts of the case-

worker and biological parent to reunite the family are described as
well as the detail of court hearings and finally termination of parental
rights and adoption.

1\'10

cases were chosen; one from urban :rv1ultnomah

County and the other from nIral Polk County.

Each case \Vas selected

by the project caseworl(er because it contained a variety of typical
events 'which would give the reader an idea of ,,;hat adoption was like
in that county.

The case studies capture the flow of events and the

remainder of the study examines cross sections of time at several
points.

Rural-urban differences are examined through the case studies

as well as in the analyses reported in Chapters VI and Vllo
The sample study consists of children designated by their caseworkers as not likely to go home and adoptable by either (1) foster
parents or (2) new parents.
between these two groups.

Where appropriate) comparisons are made
Some of the comparisons are between out-

comes, that is, between those actually adopted by new parents and those
adopted by foster parents.
Chapter V identifies the decisions made and tracks each case to its
final conclusion.

A flOlv chart of events is presented and comparisons

are made beuV'een adoption by new parents and adoption by foster parents.
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Results of efforts to account for group differences, both by
predicted outcome and actual outcome are found in Chapter VI.

Sets of

variables (client, non-client and service history) were entered in
discriminant function analyses to assess the extent to Hhich these
measures account for the various decisions made for a child.

111e

client set consists of child-measures such as his placeabilitY$ his
ability to cope emotionally and his relationship with his parents.
The non-client measures are agency, court and county variables
not directly associated with the child but possibly influendJ1g his fate.
Included in the service history set are measures having to do with the
child's past such as length of time in foster care lli1d number of foster
care placements.
In Chapter VII time comparisons are made beuveen the time it takes
to accomplish adoption by foster parents and by new parents.

The results

of efforts to account for differences in time are presented.

Selected

variables from the client, non-client and service history sets aTe independent measures in a regression analysis with time as the dependent
variable.
A knowledge of the length of time taken to nnp1ement an adoption
can be critical to the child and to decision making by the caseworker.
As

children grow older they become more difficult to place in an adop-

tive home and the
(Unger, Thvarshuis

case~vorker

&Johnson,

may need to choose a different option
1977).

As the time taken to accomplish

the goal of adoption increases the chances of reaching this goal decrease.

For a child the growing up years seem long (Goldstein: Freud,

and Solnit, 1974) so while an adult may think of a year or tlvO as a

9

short time to implement an adoptive placement for a child it could seen
endless.
In slumnary, Chapters IV, V, VI, and VII present the results of
analyses addressing the obj ecti ves of this study.

TIle remaining

chapters described belolv are designed to assist in the understanding
of the objectives and the conclusions that can be dralVll from them.
Llrt:RA1URE, METI-rODS MTD CONCLUSIONS

Chapter II contains a slUllITlary of other efforts to understand
adoption by new parents and adoption by foster parents.

A discussion

of the development of the foster parent adopt policy is presented.
While the outcome of adoption by new parents has been evaluated in many
ways fel,' studies look at the process of adoption by foster parents or
adoption of a child who is no longer an infant.
Chapter III contains a discussion of the methods used in the
attempt to reach the objectives of this study.

It contains a discussion

of research methodology used as well as a discussion of sources and
means of obtaining data.
Conclusions and policy implications of the findings are presented
in Chapter VII 1.

Adoption by foster parents is compared with ne\v parent

adopt and the adequacy of adoption by foster parents as a policy option
for permanent placement of children is assessed.
a process.

Its focus is on children

~mo

are older than the infants

who have been the subject of most adoptions.
adoptions during a time of change.

This study looks at

The research looks at

Fewer babies are available and

agencies are beginning to focus on the older child as an ans\\'er to

10

parents I desire for children to adopt.

l.fuile most adoption studjes

address problems related to reasons paTents adopt or the quality of
the adoptive home, this study deals with processes by which a. child IS
status changes from foster care 'where the parents still have perma.nent
custody to an adoptive home where adoptive parents have full paTental
rights.

Q1-'\PTER II
REVIEW OF TI-lE LITEPATURE

Since 1850 (Brer-ner, 1970),

it has

been a

policy

in

this

country to place in adoptive homes children whose parents cannot or 'will
not provide care.

Adoption, with all its legal sanctions and protec-

tions, represents the removal of a child from his parents to willing
guardians in its most pennanent sense.

When this aTrange:n.ent has been

completed it is legally t1le same as if the child h8n been born to these
adoptive parents.

This practice, which in the past has usually involved

infants or very young children, was carried out smoothly and with little
inter ference.
Early in the last decade several changes took place l'J'hich had an
impact on adoption practice.

One was a decrease in the mmber of in-

fants l<1ho could be adopted.

TIlis resulted from the increasing avail-

ability of birth control methods, and abortions and of a tendency on
the part of parents, particularly unwed mothers, to keep their child.
Adoption caseworkers and prospective adoptive parents began to consider
the older child.

This would provide a supply of children for a.doption.

Most of these older children had been placed in foster care terr:porarily
and later became available for adoption.

The advisability of :Jlacing

these children in adoptive homes '''as questioned by some in' the belief
that a fanily adopting an older child woule1 experience se\rere !Jroblems
(Kadushin, 1970a; Unger, et al., 1977).
A second change Has a movement to remedy foster care drift, the
tendency to permit children 'who Imd been placed in foster care on a
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temporary basis to remain there during all their childhood years (Enuen,
et a1., 1977).

The demonstration project described earlier \vas a major

component of this movement.

As project cases l-.rere closely examined the

decision that adoption was appropriate was made for many of them
1976)

0

(Em1en~

This movemeT'.t impacted on adoption practice in two ways; foster

parents were seen as an option for adoptive placement and the numbers
of older children available for Hdoption increased.
The availability of these cr.ildren made it possible to correct
the imbalance created by the decrease ill the number of infants.

Also

ties children had formed to their foster families were honored and they
were pennitted to remain in the home through adoption.
What follows is a report of studies of adoption by foster parents,
adoption by new parents and of foster care.

The focus is on informa-

tion which will assist in an lIDderstanding of the status, the process,
and outcome for children most like those in this study.
AOOPTION BY NEW PARENTS
Adoptive Parents
In studies extending from the late 1940's through the early 1970's

in wide-ranging areas of the United States, the characteristics of
adopti ve parents were strikingly similar .

Adoptive parents were pre-

ponderantly white, middle class, in their thirties, Protestant, educated
to Dvelfth grade and beyond, and holders of professional, independent,
or skilled positions.

They \-.rere adopters of white infants (Brenner,

1951; Fainveather, 1952; Jaffee & Fanshel) 1970; Maas, 1960; Shireman &
Watson, 1972; Skodak

&Skeels,

1949).
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1he picture of adoptive parents 'vas resoundingly uniform, considering their mnnbers, perhaps because this was not a sample of all
people who would or could adopt children.

Adoptive parents 1vere those

who had been selected by adoption agencies.

The selection criteria of

these agencies, then, must have been remarkably similar.
ne'" trends have made their appearance.

However, some

Adoptive parents have been ap-

proved outside of the white middle class, including single parents,
especially in the black COITllTlllility and for hard-to-place children (Aldridge, 1974; Falk, 1970; Fanshel, 1957, 1972; Herzog, et al., 1971;
Kadushin, 1970b; Neilson, 1976; Shireman

&Johnson,

1976).

The literature on adopters of the older child is the most pertinent here.

Kadushin (1970a), in taking a close look at such a group

in Wisconsin, found that they met the standard

soci~economic

norms of

most adoptive parents in this cOlmtry, but they were generally older.
The mean maternal age was 40; the mean paternal age 1vas 41. 5. Many had
experience with children, either voluntarily or occupationally; but,
most importantly, 37 percent were already parents.

This is in marked

contrast to the younger adoptive parents of infants and presents a
significant complicating factor in the adjustment of the older adopted
child.

Kadushin notes that few such parents initially express pre-

ference for an older child. A follow-up "satisfaction-dissatisfaction:
ratio showed 73 percent of the adoptions to be successful in terms of
parental satisfaction, and Kadushin carefully demonstrated this to be
within the nonnal success rate for adoptions in general.
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The Adopted Child
Adoption in America today is a child-centered process.

Resources,

in the form of time and personnel, are devoted to it in the hope that
the parentless child will find happiness, security, and adult success.
Many studies have been conducted to detennine how well the adopted child
actually fares.
For a general statement one need only to look at the results
Kadushin charted in 1974 of 19 studies stretching from 1924 to 1972
that follow up the adoption of white, non-handicapped infants five to
ten years later.

Of 2,440 placements, 17 percent 'h'ere judged failures.

Seven studies covering more than 436 placements of "children with
special needs" showed a poor result in eight rercent of the cases.

This

leads to the conclusion that adoptions are more frequently successful.
Some studies compared adoptees as a group to other groups and
found that they functioned at average or above average levels.

Seglow,

Pringle and Wedge (1972) studied a cross-section of children born in
England, Wales and Scotland during March 1958.

Using a longitudinal

study, information was gathered on these children during four intervals
of their first 13 years.

They compared the child.ren who had been adopt-

ed with a general popUlation of children (cohort) and with illegitimate
children who ,,,ere cared for by their biological mothers.

The general

aims of the study were to detennine what kind of start in life adoptive
children have, hm: they compare with other children by the age of seven,
and what their "risk" factor is.

The study concluded that at age seven

the adoptive children were equal to or superior to the cohort children
with regard to physical development, general abilities and educational
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attainments.

The sample of illegitimate children ,-;ho remained "lith

their biological mothers, thereby experiencing no parental separation
or shifts in family placement, 'were at a significant disadvantage on
all measures.
A similar conclusion was drawn by Tizard and Rees (1974) ''Ihen
they compared 41:2 year olds who had spent their first two to four years
institutionalized.

At the

ti~e

of the study) the group of 6S subjects

had either been adopted ~ returned to their families, or remanc1.ed to the
institution.

They were assessed in terms of response to strangers,

scores on psychological tests (Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of
Intelligence), behavior during testing, and breadth of experiences.
The results were compared across the three groups as Nell as against a
natural family group of London l.\'orking-c1ass children.

The adopted

children had the highest intelligence scores and were least distracted
and restless 'while testing.

They were also above average on all other

points.
Earlier studies have reflected that the adopted child turns out
more "normal" and less maladjusted than anticipated (Addis, Sa1zberger
Rabl, 1954; Borgatta

&Fanshel,

1965; Pringle

&Bossive,

1965; Skodak

&
&

Skeels, 1945).
Elonen and Schwartz (1969) reported that adopted children adjusted as successfully as non-adopted children, but they pinpointed the
parents' reactions to the child's questions and feelings about his past
and their attitude toward providing infonnation about the child's background as a potential source of problems.
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Trise1iotis (1973) studied 70 adoptees ,\'ho had gone to the Register House in Edinburgh, Scotland, to see their birth registrations.
The majority of the adoptees were between the ages of 20 and 34.
percent of them were under a year old at the time of adoption.

Eighty
Tris-

e1iotis found that 44 of the 70 perceived themselves in fairly negative
terms and had a poor self-image.

They also perceived their adoptive

home life as depriving and maintained that they were given no informatiOll or only negative information about their origins.

that

~doptees

It is possible

having problems may be more motivated to seek infonnation

abuut their past.
Jaffee and Fanshel (1970) found that the adoptive children \\'ho
had the most problems were also the children most likely to \vant more
information about their biological parents.

Stephenson (1975) avo\ved

that "Those who attribute extreme vulnerability to the adopted state
have made the unfortunate mistake of making assumptions about the
adopted population as a whole from (a) very skewed sample of people"
(p. 365).
Actually, the problem of genealogical bewildennent does not
usually exist for the older adoptee, since he mows and remembers who
his natural parents are.
Often the initial experience of separation from the natural
parents has been repeated and reinforced several times through
replacements at the hands of his parents or in agency foster
homes. The end result of these experiences is a child who is
old in years, but has suffered tragic internlptions in his
physical and emotional development. He is a child who has invested in love relationships and been disappointed. (l:IcCoy,
1961, pp. 14).
Few l'lould deny that the child experiences some trauma ldlen he
moved from one placement to another.

Rutter (1971) investigated

J.S
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parent-child separation in depth and found that much c1epencled on the
nature of the separation e)..-perience.

His results seem to show that the

amount of discord surrounding a separation ,\as the damaging element to
the child.
Since the older child may arrive at his adoptive horne after many
discordant separations, the prognosis does not seem very bright.

How-

ever, contrary to what might be supposed, studies do not show that
multiple pre-adoptive placements necessarily doom the child to poor life
adjustment.

Jaffee and Fanshel (1970) stuGied the outcome of 100 adop-

tions made between the years 1931-1940.

The population consisted of

Caucasian children under the age of three at the time they were adopted
and in their 20's to 30's when the study was conducted.
obtained by interviewing the adoptive parents.

Data were

They found that 40 per-

cent of the parents saw no major limitations in the adoptee with respect to his or her current functioning.

These cl1ildren had experienced

Dlacements
but the authors concluded
a mean number of 3.2 Dre-adoptive
...
...
that pre-adoptive placement bore little relationship to their subsequent
life adjustment,
Bohman (1970) followed 168 children in Sweden, who represented
all the children born within a period of two years, and placed in adoptive homes by the Adoption Agency of the Child Welfare COlTuni ttee of
Stockholm City.

The children ranged from 10 to 11 years of age at the

time of follo,v-up.
sex and age.

A control group consisted of classmates of the same

Bohman found that pre-adoptive placements had no signifi-

cant effect on adoptive outcome.
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In his follow-up study of older child adoptions, mentioned above,
Kadushin (1970a) evaluated 91 children placed for adoption between the
ages of five and 12, considered to be older children by adoptive
standards.

The children were re]TIoved from their natural homes at a

mean age of 3.5 years and placed for adoption at the r.lean age of 7.2
years.

They had experienced an average of 2.3 pre-adoptive placePlents.

At the time of the follow-up, 10 years after removal, the mean age of
these children

was

13.9 years.

The children had 1ived in socially de-

prived conditions characterized by poverty and pathology.

TIle mean

number of specific social and personal pathologies exhibited by each of
the natural families from which these children came

was

5.7.

In spite

of this background, Kadushin fOlmd that "The group as a whole. . . showed a greater degree of psychic health and stability than might have been
anticipated given the nature of their backgrounds and developmental
experiences" (pp. 208).
In a follow-up study of children in the demonstration project
"Freeing Children for Permanent Placement" (the project from which the
sample was draiin for this study) Lahti, et al. (1978) found no adoptive
failures in a group whose average age at interview was seven and \\Tho
had been in their adoptive home an average of 27 months.

In a dis-

criminant analysis attempting to account for the children's well being,
age was not significant to the adoptive child's well being.

Children

who were in a high scoring group on factors measuring a broad spectnull
of the child's life

eA~eriences

\vere seen as permanently entrenched in

the adoptive home and where doubt existed about the likelihood of the
home being permanent the well being scores ,,,ere 100.;er.

The high scoring
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children \.,rere those who also got along well \·rhen they first entered
the home.

If the decision to seek adoption had been less straightfor-

ward, i.e., there was a chance that the biological mother could have
had the child returned to her, scores tended to be lower.

The mnnber

of foster care placements and the length of tine in foster care did
not account for significant portions of the variation in the child's
well being.

Variables related to the adoptive home appear more related

to the child's well being than those associated with the more distant
past.
The question of siblings also figures in a special
gard to dealing with .the older adoptee.

\\"ith re-

Chema, et al. (1970) pointed

out that sibling groups are most often separated
accommodate all of them is unavailable.

\"lay

beca~~e

a home to

Ideally, the groups should re-

main intact but Chema· says that for the older child, "There may be the
possibility of separate placements with continued contact, which call be
a healthy 'second best'" (p. 453).

Bell (1959) illustrated the occa-

sional need of the older cllild to carry over one or D.,rO deep past
relationships with the case history of an eight-year-old who maintained
contact with an affectionate aunt.
Most adoptions work, and the factors that can predict a successful adoption have received a great deal of scrutiny.

Brenner (1951)

contended that a stable marriage was the factor most closely associated
with successful adoptive outcome.

Lawder, et al. (1969) found that

lI'satisfaction in parental role I and the parents' 'warmth and affection
toward the child' showed the strongest positive relationship to
adoptive outcome, with 'acceptance of adoptive role' a close third on
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degree of relationship" (p. 96).

Witmer, et al. (1963) fotmd that

IIParent satisfaction is one of the major criteria of adoption outcome"
(p. 393).

Backgrotmd factors, for either child or parent, don't seem to
correlate strongly with success, nor do age, length of marriage, religious affiliation, or other children in the home.

Kadushin's summary

(1974) of the work done in this area fotmd only one negative factor:
the child's sex.

Adopted boys seemed much more likely to be maladjust-

ed than adopted girls or non-adopted peers.

His general conclusion

about factors related to successful adoptions is that
Acceptance of, and satisfaction in, adoptive parenthood
coupled with warmth toward, and acceptance of, the child -were invariably associated with adoptive success. Conversely, the factor most clearly related to difficulty is
parental rejection, although it is not clear whether the
rejection causes the difficulty or the difficulty causes
the rejection. (p. 581)
In slIDUTlary it might be said adoption is a well studied phenomenon
with a long cultural history.

The number and variety of studies

available show it to be very complex, as any such intimate human relationship is botmd to be.

Studies show that typical adoptive parents

are white, thirty, educated and prosperous; they usually adopt white
infants.

Yet there are reports of new trends to accommodate both

parents and children outside this group in the conviction that every
child deserves the commitment of permanent parents.
sented dealing with some special problems
the older child.

i~~erent

Studies are prein the adoption of

The general view given in the studies discussed here,

of adoption as a positive alternative for the parentless child, seems
to justify it as a permanent plan.
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ADOPTION BY FOSTER

PARE~TS

Until recently, foster parents were rarely considered as part of
the adoption picture.

Allowing, or even encouraging, foster parents to

adopt a child who had been in their care for severa] years and had formed
strong ties to the foster family was not a corrunon practice, even though
the possibility existed and is discussed in child welfare texts as
early as 1957

(Glickman~

1957)0

The reason for this stemmed from important differences beuveen
foster parents and adoptive parentso

The purpose of foster care, the

temporary provision of a substitute home for a child w]lile a permanent
solution is being found for the problems causing his removal from his
home, seemed to preclude adoption \'iithin the foster care setting.
the purpose of foster care differs so

dr~uatically

Since

from adoption, so do

the criteria for choosing foster parents and adoptive parents.

Foster

parents are selected for their ability to provide this temporary care.
Many, in fact, specialize in a particular aspect) such as providing care
for teenagers or for infants.

The feeling within child welfare agencies

was that the foster home selected might not necessarily be the optimal
permanent placement for the child, since urgent family problems and
emergency situations sometimes require rapid placement (Pike, Note 1)
before an adequate study can be done.
The Oregon adoption unit staff believe that much attention should
be placed on matching the child and his prospective pel1nanent family
and preparing all parties in advance.

Clearly, the steps leading to
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foster care and adoptive placements are quite different.

In the past

in the State of Oregon, adoption by foster parents simply 'was not considered (Pargeter, Note 2).

Oregon law, however, did not prohibit the

practice.
Adoption by foster parents is rarely mentioned in the adoption
literature.

Foster parents \vho adopt apparently have not been singled

out for study.

The only article specifically dealing 1vith this topic

is one by Albert J.

Neely~

Director of the Children's Division, Cook

County Department of Public Aid, of Chicago (1969), in 1ihich he very
briefly reported on the work of his agency during 1967.

Of the 92

children for whom adoptions were completed that year in Cook County,
most were adopted by foster parents.

Neely's report is of particular

interest because he emphasized the role of the agency in exploring the
possibility of adoption with foster parents, stating that the initiative
is tIle responsibility of agency staff rather than of the foster parents.
"Foster parents who have had the same children for extended periods of
time are entitled to our making mown to them and exploring with them
the idea of adoption" (p. 163).

Neely also notes the savings for the

taxpayer brought about by the adoption of children in foster care.

He

estimates that completion of the 92 adoptions mentioned above eliminated
approximately $1,133,000 in foster care costs for those children had
they remained in care until age 18.
In 1969, a national survey was published on attitudes and practices
in foster care (Stone, 1969).
and institutions.

Questionnaires were sent to 596 agencies

Stone pointed out that pemanent foster care was part

of a trend toward the dissolution of the previously clear distinction
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bet\veen foster care and adoption.

She reported tha t many agencies were

now permitting foster parents to apply for adoption of the child for
'Whom they had been caring if and when he became available for adoption.
When asked about adoption of a foster child, 50 percent of the agencies
responding affirmed that agency policy allowed foster parents to adopt;
42 percent allowed it under certain circumstances; 7 percent said it
was not at all possible under present policy.

Stone noted that for one-

fourth of the affirmative respondents this constituted a change in policy
over the last 10 years.
As the number of babies and young children available for adoption
has diminished in recent years, attention has focused more and more on
the so-called "hard-to-place" children: the older child, the physically,
emotionally or mentally handicapped child, the child who is a member of
a sibling group, or the minority child.

To enable such children to be-

come legally adopted, various states began to enact legislation to provide adoption subsidies.

It is in the literature on subsidized adoption

that we find most mention of adoption by foster parents, since those
parents have often developed strong attachments to the children in their
care and in many cases have been deterred from adoption for financial
reasons.

Private agencies have long provided short-term subsidies for

specific reasons, but New York, in 1968, was the first state to enact
legislation to provide regular payments to certain parents \vho adopt.
Initially, New York's statute limited the availability of subsidies to
foster parents who 'Wanted to adopt children who had been in their homes
as foster children.

New York agencies had generally encouraged foster

parent adoptions even prior to the existence of subsidies (Gentile, 1970).
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New York later amended its subsidy legislation to include ne\\' parents
for children who couldn't be adopted by foster parents.
Andrews (1971) addressed the issue of choosing between long-tenn
foster care and subsidized adoption in terms of the benefits to the
child.

With regard to adoption, she mentioned a sense of belonging to

a family, the right to use the family name and have an amended birth
certificate~

Social Security benefits, and the right to inherit.

She

went on to say, "Adoption prevents the uprooting of the child should
the biological parents seek to reclaim him.

These factors are jmportant

ingredients in a child's security and sense of belonginglf (p. 197).

On

the other hand, she noted that adoption causes a child to lose his birth
name and may cause him to lose contact with siblings and relatives.
In 1972, Watson noted in reference to subsidized adoption that
the general thrust of the legislation seemed directed at converting into
adoptive placements those situations in which a child is rooted in a
satisfied foster family that has been unable to adopt for financial
reasons.
By

1975~

39 states had passed subsidized adoption laws.

law was passed in 1971).
Department of

I-IE'V~

(Oregon's

The Model State Subsidized .Adoption Act

OU.S.

1976) stipulated special conditions which qualify a

child for subsidized adoption.

The first is "because he has established

significant emotional ties with prospective adoptive parents ,. .hile in
their care as a foster child" (pp. 1-2).

Other conditions proposed were

pl1ysical or mental disability, emotional disturbance, recognized high
risk of physical or mental disease, age, sibling relationship, racial or
etlmic factors, or any combination of these conditions.
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The Child Welfare League of America (1973)

discussed

the

use of foster homes as adoptive homes and stated that many foster
families may become interested in and capable of adoptive parenthood
and should be encouraged.
In Boston, the New England Home for Little Wanderers, a child welfare agency, has revolutionized its approach to findb1g permanent homes
for older or handicapped children.

The agency no longer distinguishes

between potential foster and adoptive homes, but rather deals with all
applicant families as 'Ifamily resources. 1\

It aggressive])' seeks guardian-

ship of a child with the right to place him for adoption aT custody
in order to protect a pennanent plall when adoption i5n tt possible.

Then,

through a program of educational meetings \d th the interested. families
and peer group and agency support, the New England Horne attempts to
select families who will provide all children, even those considered
non-adoptable and who \l]i11 be -.raised in a foster hame$ with a sense of
pennanency and security.

The underlying idea is that an open, non-

traditional approach to child placement allows, and even stimulates}
fcunilies to consider several alternatives,

Thus, pa.rents whose intent

was adoption rnay find it possible to provide a pennanent home for a
child i-.iho 1\1ill never be legally free.

Conversely) parents who plmmed

to provide a foster home may decide to adopt their foster child (Hegarty,

1973).
Another rather distinct
was described by Gill (1975).

t)~e

of foster parent adoptive placement

The Lutheran Child and Family Services in

Illinois had a special program designed to place children not yet free
for adoption with foster parents whose intent from the start was adoption
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of the child if he became free.

The purpose is to spare the child from

interim moves and the upset often caused by being in limbo.

Placements

resulting from this program differ from traditional foster care placements which end in adoption since the initial intent and the commitment
are to adopt the child.
In his text on child welfare services, Kadushin (1974)
dealt 'vith the subject of adoption by foster parents.

He pointed out

that an initial placement in foster care first may be desirable for hardto-place children, since it allowed the parents to develop an attachment
to the child without feeling obligated to make the child part of the
family.

After an attachment developed, adoption may follow,

Kadushin

also corrnnented that most of the children adopted because of the availability of subsidization had been foster children in their adoptive
home.

He reported that New York i s law required that the foster parents

be given preference in applying for adoption if a child became available
after having been in their home for two years.
All of this tends to make foster and adoptive homes less
distinctively different and more conceptually interchangeable. The trend toward permanent or long-term foster care
has blurred the previously sharp distinction between foster
care and adoption; subsidized adoptions tend to obscure it
further. (p. 599)
Brieland (1974) addressed the issue of trends in his forecast of future
developments in the child welfare field.

He predicted that foster

parents increasingly will be selected as potential adoptive parents,
with financial subsidies provided when necessary.
adoptive placements will be of foster

c~ildren,

"The bulk of agency

with 'quasi' or 'corronon-
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law' adoptions typical.

Later, after the placement proves to be a

success, the agency l'lill approve the adoption" (p. 575).
With regard to foster parent foster child relationships, foster
parents have actually brought agencies to court, placing under national
scrutiny the procedures involved in foster care placements.

TI1e case

of Smith v. Organization of Foster Families for Equality and Reform
(OFFER) (1977) is perhaps the most striking example.

OFFER and in-

dividual foster parents alleged that the statutory and regulatory
procedures of the state and city of New York regarding removal of a
foster child from a foster home violated the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment.

The District Court ruled

in OFFER's favor, declaring that the state's pre-removal procedures
were constitutionally defective and that the child was entitled to an
administrative hearing before being pre-emptorily transferred from one
foster home to another, suffering "grievous loss." The case ""as appealed to the Supreme Court, which, on June 13, 1977, reversed the District
Court's ruling, stating that New York's procedures lvere adequate to
protect the interests of the foster families.
One study (Lahti, et al., 1977) referred to above describes the
child and family who adopts him and assesses their adjustment.

The

children in the study had lived in their adoptive home an average of
5~

years with a range of two to 12 years.

adoptions remained intact. At

intervie~v

Ninety-three percent of these
94 percent of the families

consisted of both a mother and father and an average of two children.
During the time a decision about the pemanent placement was being made,
46 percent of the children had visits from one or both biological parents
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and 68 percent of the visited children displayed behavior problems such
as lying, bedwetting and temper tantrums after the visit.

The adjust-

ment at the time of the interview of children adopted by foster parents
was no different from those adopted by parents new to them.
some other differences \vere noted.

However

Children adopted by foster parents

tended to be older, had spent a longer

ti~e

in foster care and were less

healthy when they entered their present home than those adopted in the
traditional way.

The foster parents tended to have a lower income level,

did not feel as well prepared for the child's arrival.

However they felt

that the initial adjustment to the child \vas easier for them than did parents
adopting children new to them.

In spite of the presence of factors

usually considered detrimental to the success of an adoption, these
children fared as well as other adoptees.
In slUTIDlary, while evaluative studies of adoption by foster parents
are virtually nonexistent, legally these parents are able to adopt their
foster children if the child is free from his parents and increasing
numbers are taking this action.

Past constraints have been due to agency

policy rather than legal prohibitions.

The availability of subsidized

adoption has facilitated adoption by foster parents.
FOSTER CARE

The children who were subjects of this study were in foster care
during the time period traced.

Following is a compilation of other re-

search addressing what life is like for this child.

While the studies

are by no means definitive they shed some light on characteristics of
foster parents and the child's adjustment during care and in adult life.
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The Foster Parents
Socio-economic status has not been \\"idel)' studied, but the existing
ing literature seems to agree that, over a \'.'ide geographical area, foser parents are largely middle-aged, whites Protestant, working class
people who own their homes and are high school educated (Babcock, 1965;
Cautley, Aldreidge

&Finifter,

1966; Fanshel, 1966; Jaffee

1970; flandell, 1973; Peterson and
1974; Wolins, 1963).

Pierce~

1974;

Rein~

&Fanshel,

Nult & lVeiss,

Further investigations present descriptions of

other foster parent characteristics that add to our picture.

Babcock

(1965), in a psychiatric evaluation of 25 foster families participating
in an intensive three-year study in Pittsburgh, reported very little
marital conflict.

Foster parents in this study ,,,ere also relatively

isolated from their communities except for kinship and religious ties.
A study by Paulson and Grossman (1974) described characteristics of
foster mothers.

This study assessed child rearing attitudes of 233

licensed, full-time foster mothers and compared them to attitudes of
70 biological mothers.

Foster mothers were reported to be strict and

conforming in parenting and discipline, dedicated to the maternal rewards of the mothering role, and gratified by the emotional closeness
of family ties with children and spouse.

Fanshel (1966) noted that

foster parents had the values and behavioral characteristics of "folk
people."

He observed that foster fathers tended to be passive '\There

fostering functions are concerned, but strong and assertive in other
areas, such as worle

Foster mothers, Fanshel observed, tended to re-

ceive much role satisfaction from having close contact "/i th children.
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Kraus (1971) reported that successful foster parents seemed to be
motivated by a general interest in helping children.
Aldridge

Cautley and

(1975) observed that most successful foster parents came from

families with two or more siblings and that they ,,"ere among the oldest
siblings.

Older siblings, in most American families, generally have the

responsibility of caring for younger siblings.

It is implied here, then,

that older siblings tend to develop parenting skills.
The Foster Child
Several investigations have been conducted to study the behavior
and adjustment of children in foster care.

Nuch of the research has

involved follow-up studies of adults who had been in foster care as
children.

A fel'! observations have been made regarding the behavior and

adjustment of children 'while in foster care.
Several authors have speculated about the general consequences of
foster care on children.

Maas (1969) reported that 40 to 60 percent of

the foster children he studied revealed symptoms of psychological disturbance.

However, in reporting the results of their longitudinal s

descriptive study of 624 children in foster care in New York City,
Fanshel and Shinn (1978) stated that foster children did not regress
while in foster care.

School achievement as measured by teacher ratings

improved for 47 percent of the children during the first

2~

years of

care but the decline for the remaining 53 percent resulted in a net
group decline for this time.

During their second

2~

years in foster

care, 58 percent showed sufficient gains to result in a new marked improvement for the group.

The group as a who I e was then wi thin nine percent
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of their age appropriate grade level.

'They were still perfonning belo\'!

grade level but the gap had been reduced during the 5-year study period.
Evidence on IQ suggests that the longer children remained in foster care,
the more likely they were to show IQ gains.
better than children who returned horne.

They fared significantly

In general the authors found

that "continued tenure in foster care is not demonstrably deleterious
with respect to IQ change, school performance or the measures of emotional adjustment" (p. 491).
When caseworkers rated observable behavioral reactions of the
children some 30 days after they entered care, the majority of the subjects shmved little overt indication of stress.

Three years after enter-

ing foster care, 82 percent of the children were quite solidly entrenched in their foster care setting.

'I\l}'enty-five percent were not a,',rare

that the foster family was not their biological family.

Overall, the

data suggested that children who entered foster care after five years
of age found it more difficult to accept being placed away from their
natural families than did toddlers or infants.
This same study reveals some interesting reactions to patterns of
parental visitation.

Children who were frequently visited seemed to

shml}' less attachment to their natural mothers, as \vell as less security
in their foster care placement.

Fanshel and Shinn state that

The presence of two sets of parental figures in the child's
life can be a source of strain. .AJthough parental visits may
nevertheless have benefits with respect to the child's inner
vie,\[ of his own worth, such visiting is obviously not an
unalloyed blessing . . . It seems obvious that the best approach
to sparing the child the experience of conflicting loyalties
while in foster care is to seek to forestall long-term placements. (pp. 411-412)
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Some follow-up studies have been conducted in an attempt to detennine what happens to these children \",hen they leave foster care and
adjust to adult life.

i'-Ieier (1965) conducted an intervie\\f study of

61 adults between the ages of 28 and 32 who had been in foster care at
least five years.

Criteria used by Meier included intervie\ver ratings

of the respondents' level of social effectiveness and feeling of \ve11being.

Meier found that in most areas of

adaptation~

current function-

ing compares favorably with that of the general population.

An early

study by psychologists Roe and Burks (1945) \vas a fo1lmv-up of 36 fonner
foster children.

They reported "most of these subjects have established

reasonably satisfactory lives, including adequate personal and corrmtmity
relationships and most of them are married" (p. 8).

A more recent

commentary by Jacobson and Cockerurn (1976) reported the majority of
their sample of fonner foster children in Idaho ,,,ere married, had children, and were employed.

These few follow-up studies, then, seem to

point out that fanner foster cl1i1dren can) and usually do, adapt satisfactorily to adult life.
The true nature of the foster care experience can be rather difficult to delineate from the literature.

We have some information on

the socia-economic status of foster parents, what makes for success as
a foster parent, and what effects foster care has upon the children.
However, studies on the life adjustment of the children have been conflicting and inconclusive.
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SlJ1<1;'·1ARY
The few studies on children returned from foster care to their
biological parents shah' that they do not necessarily return to improved
situations, nor do they fare as well as children in other placements.
Yet, the moral obligation for child service 'workers to effect this
primary reunification whenever possible is practically undebatable in
our society.
The large body of literature on new parent adoption depicts a
carefully selected and tended union of adoptees and adopters) lvith a high
rate of success for the families and the children.

It also includes

many articles on problems peculiar to the adoptive state.

Another body

of articles exists to d.ebunk the assertions of the latter.

Similarly,

evaluative studies of foster care point to maladjustment in children or
adults on the one hand and normal functioning on the other, in an almost
even split.
The policy pennitting adoption by new parents has been widely used
and certain aspects have been studied.

The process of adoption by new

parents has been generally described but has not been measured for either
this or those adopted by foster parents.

Descriptions of adoptive

parents and children are available as are studies evaluating the outcome.
In the past adoption by foster parents has usually not been legally
prohibited hut has been discouraged by agency policies.

The trenc1 '\'Ii th-
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in the past two decades is toward the increasing use of this option.
Some beginning attempts are being made by a few agencies to re-design
agency policies to make a place for this alternative in permanent planning for children.

In the single study comparing the well being of

children adopted by new parents 'vi th those adopted by foster parents
the latter group ' . . .as found to score as high as the former.

CHAPTER III
METIIODS
To evaluate the policy permitting foster parents to adopt) a
sample of children in Oregon's Children i s Services Division foster
care who were seen as unlikely to Teturn horne alld adoDtable were
follmved for 28 months.

Five specific objectives ha.ve been defined

for this evaluation.
1.

Describe the process by which each type of adoption takes

2.

Identify the decisions which can be pinpointed for all cases

place.

and follow and compare each group of children as the identified decisions are made for them.
3.
variables:

Account for group differences with the following sets of
Client (measures of characteristics of the child), non-

client (agency and court measures) and service history (measures of
child's association with the agency.
4.

Accotmt for the time taken to achieve the outcome with

selected client, non-client and service history variables.
5.

Consider the findings as they contribute to an understanding

of urban-ntral differences.
Decisions were defined, and variables associated with decisions
and the time it took Kere identified.
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SUBJECTS
The study group \vas comprised of a SO percent sample of foster care
children from 16 counties in Oregon designated by their caseworkers
as unlikely to Teturn home and adoptable.
chosen.

The sample was randomly

TI1is sub-group of adoptable children unlikely to return home

was identified as part of a screening of foster care children in project
counties

(Emlen~

1976),

Caseworkers were asked to designate the likely

outcome for each child in their caseload.

Three hundred sixty-five

children were considered mlikely to go home and adoptable.

For 310

(85 percent) complete data were available and from these a sample of

ISS was chosen.

For the 55 cases not included in the study the data

missing were scores on the attitude survey for each child IS cas e\VO rker .
Two problems complicate the assessment of the value and relevance
of the sample as a cross sectional sample.

The total number of children

moving through the foster care system, the turnover; will be lmderrepresented (Emlen, 1976).

Overrepresented will be children who

might end up in long term foster care.

This study is aimed more at

the latter group than at the short term foster care residents so the
sampling is appropriate.
Computing the
second issue.

sam~le

loss for the total screening effort \qas a

The number of children in project counties at the time

CSD lists \\,ere generated could not be positively ascertained.

Computer

printouts from which the sample was taken listed 3,607 children in
foster care in project counties as of

Dece~ber

10, 1973 and official

CSD reports (Note 3) list 2,815 in January 1974, a difference of 792
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cases.

This difference affected calculations of the sample loss.

The

number of cases screened \vas 2,283 and if the foster care population
was 2,815 the percentage screened 'would be 81 peTcent and if the population was 3 ~ 607 the peTcentage drops to 63 percent.

A subsequent check

with CSD staff and supervisory personnel led us to believe 81 percent
was the best estimate of the percentage of cases screened (£mIen,
1976) •

Data Sources
Data used for the study came from eight sources:

(1) a caseworker

atti tude survey, (2) an assessment of the placeabili ty of each child
by the caseworker, (3) a screening of all foster care cases (mentioned
above), (4) data on the foster care population of each county, (5) ratings of the court and agency within a county as barriers to developing
permanent plans for children in foster care, (6) interviews \v-ith agency
personnel, (7) examination of case records and (8) visits to court
hearings.

A discussion of the use of each of these follm';'s.

Attitude Survey
The questionnaire ,vas designed to assess caseworker attitudes
toward termination of parental rights as child I"el fare practice and
their perception of the county as a barrier to termination of ?arental
rights.

Twenty-eight attitude items on a four point scale from

strongly agree to strongly disagree along ,vith one item reflecting
the amount of caseworker experience in handling termination cases
cOIIr!?rised the questions in the instrument.

In addition a variable

was created by counting the number of questions left unanswered and
this measured the level of uncertainty.

The questionnaire 1vas developed
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by interviewing several CSD staff members to assemble a gr0il!) of
statements typically made by caseworkers about the issues being assessed.
From these Regional Research Institute staff and project staff selected
items for the survey.
The survey was completed between January - June of 1974 by 279
(90 percent) of the Oregon foster care caseworkers.

A factor analysis

of 28 i terns was conducted using a varimax rotation and eight factors
emerged (Em1en, 1976):

(1) Court barriers to tenninations

jJl

this

county, (2) negative attitude toward tenllination, (3) CSD/court
interagency communication perceived as favorable, (4) willingness to
terminate despite possible tmavai1ability of adoptive homes, (5) approval
of restoration efforts, (6) lack of experience doing tenninations,
(7) willingness to predict that the child will not return home and
(8) time for decision.

County climate scores were generated from

the factor scores by calculating for each county the percentage of
\vorkers "'ho scored above the mean of a11 those compleUng the survey,
For each factor a climate score was calculated.

Climate scores for a

child are scores of the county in which the child lived.

Each child

had eight factor scores and eight corresponding climate scores.
Child P1aceability Neasures
.Assessment of the obstacles to placing the child was made by
asking caseworkers to complete the fOlm Barriers to Child Placement.
Questions assessed the extent to which the parents were seen as an
obstacle to the child's return home, the p1aceabili ty of the child, and
the extent to which the child had bonds to

significa.~t

other people.

The mother and father barrier questions on a six-point scale from no
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barrier (one) to high barrier (six) assessed whether the parents were
seen as likely to be able to have the child returned to their care.
The p1aceability rating, on a five-point scale with one equalling no
problem in placing the child and five meaning maj or problems, \vas an
overall assessment of how the qualities of the child facilitated or
inhibited finding a permanent home for him.
from no barrier (one) to high barrier (six)

A six-point scale going
used for measures of

was

child I s physical condition, coping ability) and eA'Penses as a barrier
to placement.

A five-point scale from no bonds (one) to strong bonds

(five) was used for ratings of the child's relationship to parents,
siblings and others.

Questions designed to provide demographic infor-

mation were also included.
The "Barriers to Child Placement" instrument was developed by
first reading case records, then fonnulating questions, testing them
with caseworkers and supervisors and finally revising them.
fonn

was

The barriers

completed by caseworkers from October to December, 1975.

Workers

were asked to make the rating of the conditions existing at the time
placement decisions were being made for the child.

By October 1975,

two years had passed since the earliest beginning date of this study.

The date was chosen in the belief that sufficient time had passed to
pennit placement decisions to be made for most cases so workers could
make the judgments requested.
To appraise the extent to which two caseworkers familiar with
the case would make similar judgments a test Has made of rater reliability.
For 20 cases a second caseworker was located who
facts of the case and this worker

\'/as

asked to

i'laS

familiar with the

indc~)endcntly

complete

the Barriers to Child Placement fonn for a case which had already been
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rated by the regular worker.

A Pearson product movement correlation

was calculated for the 10 rating scales on the fonTI.
presented in Table I.

The results are

It can be seen that correlations ,.".ere high for

every rating except the one assessing the child's bonds to his siblings.
Caseworkers rating the same case tend to agree in their evaluations of
the child's relationship to others and to his placeabili ty.
Interviews
The flow chart (Figure 1) shOlving the decisions on the route to
adoption and case studies 'were developed by reading case records and
by interviewing caseworkers, supervisors and administrators, and by
attending court hearings.

First a preliminary flO\\' chart \'las developed

from interviews and reading case records.

This was tested on several

cases in the study, to see if the necessary data were available.

Revi-

sions 'vere made and it was retested until a set of decisions made for
each child on the route to adoption was identified.
Case study material was formulated by reading the case record,
through taped interviews with the caseworkers, and by attending tennination of parental rights court hearings.

A draft of each case study

was read and checked for accuracy by the caseworker.

A bias in the

case study presentation is created by the fact that it 'vas not possible
to intenrie\\' the parents or children for their :perception of the events.
While an effort has been made to reduce bias by omitting data that was
.not objectively verified, the absence of input fror.1 parents and children
is a shortcoming.

The case studies do present the kinds of events

\vhich occur and the sequence in which they take place though there may
be a difference among the involved parties in their lmclerstanding of
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TABLE I
COR!1ELATIONS BEl1lffiEN THO RATERS
OF BA.t~IERS TO CIIILD
PLACE-lENT SCALES

Scale

Correlations

Condi tion as a Barrier to the Child's Return
Mother

.88

Father

.93

Child Placeabil i ty
Physical

.86

Coping

.70

Financial

.93

Overall

.99

Child's Bonds to:
I·fother

.77

Father

.92

Siblings

.44

Foster Parents

.73

a N=20

a
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the meaning of these events.
Expert ratings (the "Pike ratings")
At the beginning of project activity, ric Pike, project director
and his assistai"lt, \vho were familiar with all counties, made expert
ratings of the extent to which each county was a barrier to the termination of parental rights in three domains; the cOlmty judges, the
district attorney and the agency staff of Childrens Services Division.
ANALYSES
Methods of analyzing these data to ans'\\'er the questions asked
by the study included stepwise multiple discriminant function analyses,
ste~nvise

regression analyses, analyses of variance and tests of mean

differences.

The discrblinant analyses has tivO COj:nnon uses:

(1) given

two or more groups and an unknovffi individual, the unknmvn individual

is placed in a group with minimum probability of misclassification by
developing a weighted

SUITl

of knmvn variables so that differences among

groups are maximized, (2) given two or more groups of individuals,
variables are examined to determine which measures are the most useful
in distinguishing among the two groU?s.

identical in the two cases but

The method of allalysis is

inteT1~retation

is different.

In the

first case correctly identifying an un1mmvn individual is the goal.
In the second, assessing the importance of the discriminating variables
is the objective.

Our focus was on the second type.

Of interest was

accounting for the group a child was in by the service history,
client and non-client variables.

This analysis
was used to account for
,

VJhich variables and to what extent they accounted

for grouping for each

decision in the process and the final outcome.

A stepwise regression

analysis was used in an effort to account for the time it took for a
child to achieve adoption by foster parents or by ne',v parents.

This

method was used to see \"hich variables would best account for time.
Developing a prediction system, another
analysis, was not the primary goal.

C0ITll110n

use of the regression

Addi tional information about hOlv

the discriminant function, the stepwise regression analysis of variance
and other analyses are used will be presented as their results are discussed.
It is important to remember that this study does not compare the
process of adoption by foster parents with that of new parents as it
would occur for comparable groups of children.

No random assignment

to groups was possible nor would it have been desirable.

The placement

made for a child was that which was seen as best suiting his needs and
those of the family lvi th whom he was placed.

Measured here is the

extent to which relevant variables account for decisions made in
achieving the goal and the steps along the way, as 1'Iell as the time
it takes for children for whom one or the other ol)tion is chosen.
comparison is most useful from the policy viewpoint.

This

If the process

and outcome of adoption by foster parents were found to present service
problems as an option for placement of children for \-,rhom it was deemed
appropriate then it \vould not likely survive as a policy alternative.

CHAPTER IV
CASE S11.J1HES

The case studies presented here detail the cOI:lplexi ty of the
process of adoption of foster children and contrast events of a case in
an urban setting with those of a rural case.

By dealing with specific

case events the riclmess of the meaning of the experience can be depicted in more detail than is possible when looking at nwnerical data for
the total sample.

One purpose here will be to make possible a deeper

understanding of the difficulty, complexity and urgency of decisions
in the adoption process.

A second purpose is to

con~)are

and contrast

the manner in which foster care children become adopted in an urban
setting with this ex"perience in a rural area.
The determination that a child should be removed from one set of
parents and placed in a totally new family is not made lightly.

TI1is

action dissolves one of society's most cherished institutions, the family.

Both the court and the child welfare agency view this as a most

serious decision to be made only under the weight of compelling evidence.
I'e is made only after the parents' inability to achieve a minimurn suffi-

cient level of parental ftmction is established to the satisfaction of
the court.
Actors in the drama are the child, caseworker, the parents and the
court.

The caseworker representipg the social service agency is respon-

sible for management of the complex procedure.

Actions taken must be

kept sensitive to the needs of the child, his parents and soclety.

The
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parents interact with the caseworker 'I/ho manages the reunification effort
and may direct them to appropriate corrununity services in an attempt to
rOlmi te the family.

The court acts in several ,-.rays; first, \\'hen the

child is removed from his parents' horne the court may make him its ward
with temporary custody to the agency.

In some counties the court conducts

review hearings to establish the conditions under which parents can
expect to have the child returned to their care.

Finally in cases \I/here

reunification is not possible and unless the parents voluntarily relinquish their rights to the child, the court decides to tenninate parental
rights.

The child \I/hose future is at stake usually remains in foster

care until parental rights are terminated.

TI1is can be a long period

of uncertainty and conflict for the child.

Parental visits may focus

the child's attention on his unsure future.
TIle rural-urban comparison is one of a large complex system
contrasted with a small infonnal one.
with identical procedural

guidelines~

While both are state administered
differences are evident in their

manner of conducting business.
A child can be adopted only after he has been legally freed from
both parents.

As

\'lil1 be noted in the case studies, before this can

occur a thorough and careful exploration is made of parental resources
which might penni t the child to be returned.

1fuen return is not feasi-

ble, activi ty is centered upon preparing to legally free the child from
his parents.

Once this has been accomplished adoption can take place.

Adoption was by no means certain for the children in this study.
Even though their caseworker had indicated that adoption was likely,
11 percent

returned to

in foster care

their p2.rents

(see Chapter V).

and 47 percent remained

Adoption h'as not an

immediate
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decision and took place only after the caseworker and court detennined that
the parent could not provide adequate care.
The cases presented here were selected by their casewol'ker because
the events were typical and represent most of the kinds of activity
engaged in as case resolution was sought.
In the smaller county caseworkers cooperated to provide case continuity and informal networks were used to locate clients and in other ways
facili tate case re solution.

The court \vas cons iderec1 to be a barrier to

tel1nination of parental rights.

Courts in the larger county were more

involved in case activity and more community resources were readily available.

Agency perso!U1el did not cooperate to facilitate case resolution.
POLK COUNTY
On

October 3, 1975, two groups of people gathered in the lobby

of the Polk County Courthouse for the beginning of a two-day hearing
which would decide \vhether or not Lillian Hoover's (clients' names have
been changed) parental rights to her four children should be terminated.
One group consisted of this mother, her sister, her court-appointed
lmvyer and a psychologist.

In the second group were three social 'vorkers,

among them Joy :McGavock, assigned to the project, David Slader, an attorney from the Portland Public Defender's Office representing the interests
of the children, the district attorney, another psychologist, al1d a
fonner landlord of the mother.
Tennination hearings, unlike other civil proceedings \vhich involve
the interests of only t\vO parties, consider the interests of three
parties; the parents, the state) and child.
legal representation.

Each party may have

Lillian hoped the court ,",'ould decide that she
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could be an adequate parent to her children.· The child's attorney would
argue that it was in the best interests of these four children that the
mother's rights be tenninated and they be placed in adoptive homes;
and in this case the state agreed that Lillian's rights should be terminated.
It would be a difficult hearing for everyone.

The nro-tem
J':udoe
1
0

was faCed with what another judge has called "one of the most drastic
actions a state can take."

State v, Jennison; 251 Or. 1l4s 117, 444 P. 2d.

15 (1968). Lawyers know that it is difficult to evaluate whether in any
given case the grounds for termination can be proved or disproved.

Joy,

the caseworker who had tried to help Lillian become an adequate mother,
would now have to testify publicly and in detail about Lillian's repeated
failures to make a home for her children.

Lillian faced the possibility

of permanent loss of her children and knowledge that she had been judged
an inadequate mother by society.
Foster Care Placement and Initial Assessment
The Hoover children's first experience with the Children I s Services
Division took place on July 20, 1971, when they were picked up and placed
in substitute care.

At 10: 30 a. m. on that day officials of the Polk

County Health Department found the four children, ages five, three, two and
two months, at their home alone.

The children were described as very

dirty, and having various skin rashes and burns, and without adequate
clothing.

Of particular concen1 was the two-month old baby '''ho had no

bottle or diapers.

The parents were believed to be at a drinking party.

1111'ee days later ''''hen the parents contacted CSD they did not deny that
they had been involved in such parties, nor that they had left the
children lU1supervised during these times.
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The condition of the house was described by the landlord as totally
unlivable.

The garbage consisted of "unused ahtmdant foods, beer and

wine bottles (some half full), and all kinds of junk and clothing.
upstairs

TIlgS

The

had to be discarded because they \\'ere hopelessly soiled

wi th paint, ketchup, and syrup.

All the matresses . . . had to be taken

to the dump because they ,\·ere totally soiled with blood and urine.
diapers lv-ere thrmm allover the house and outside in the yard.

Dirty

They

had plugged the toilets 'vi th clothing and used the 1'.'ho1e house as a bathr00171. "

The children lv-ere r.1ade wards of the court with care, custody, and
supervision awarded to CSD.

They were placed in foster homes; the baby

in one horne and the three older children in another.

The Hoovers agreed

to foster care as a temporary plan and e:x-pressed a ,dllingness to make
the necessary changes so the children could be returned.
During the follmving year, the parents visited the children three
times and would often miss appointments.
separated.
again.

In August of 1972 the Hoovers

After his separation from Lillian, Sam never sa,v his children

Lillian disappeared until early in 1973, \\'hen she asked to

visit the children and indicated she was going to divorce her husband
and lv-anted to make a horne for the family.

Plans lv-ere made to accomplish

this goal but Lillian's efforts to follow through \\'ere sporadic, and in
July she disappeared again.

She contacted the agency in December with

the request that the children be released so she could take them to
live with their grandmother in another state.

A'1. investigation of the

grandparents' home led caseworkers to reject this as an unacceptable plan.
In December, 1973, the Hoover case \\'as transferred to Joy, the
special pel1nancnt planning caseworker, as the children were considered
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likely candidates for adoption.

TI1ey had been in foster care for more

than two years and were thought likely to rel:win in foster care throughout their childhood if a permanent plan was not made for their future.
Their own parents repeatedly failed in their efforts to be reunited with
the children, but the children 1vere young enough to be

ado~)ted

by other

parents.
The task of dealing with the court on issues related to child
custody is complex, requiring special casework skills and astute supervision.

Joy was trained to handle court matters and other problems

encountered in moving children into pennanent homes.
services 'Were provided to parents.

First, intensive

If they could not demonstrate that

they could provide an adequate home,voluntary relinquishment or court
action to tenninate parental rights was the goal.
Soon after Joy had received the case the former caseworker took
her to meet both of the foster families and the Hoover children.
workers in this small county

tY'~ically

Case-

cooperate in this Kay to smooth

the trans i tion from one 'worker to another.

Even though each \vorker is

respollsible for his caseload, consultation on cases and cooperation
among workers is the rule.
Joy relied on the local knowledge and the cooperative attitude
of the other workers in her first task with the Hoover case -- locating
the parents.

One of the caseworkers reported that she heard Mrs. Hoover

was 'Working at a nursing home alid that Mr. Hoover was in jail.

l~ith

these leads Joy succeeded in finding Mr. Hoover but it took a month to
locate iI'lrs. Hoover.
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Casework with Father
By the time Joy called the jail, Hr. Hoover had been released.

As active pursuit

Letters sent to his new address elicited no response.

of elusive parents was a standard procedure for the project, Joy visited
the address she had been given by the jail and talked with t-.ir. Hoover who
indicated an interest in having his children retuTIled.

When a month had

gone by with no word from him, Joy again \\rrote and asked what plans he
had to visit and to achieve the other goals which ,,,,ould result in return
of the children.

Another month ,;:>assed with no response, so she made a

visit.
Even though transportation 'vas available for

~·lr

0

Hoover, by August

1974, he had missed every opportunity to behave in a lvay that Ivould result
in the retU111 of the children.

Early in 1975, it became clear that a

petition 'vould be filed to terminate his parental rights.
Casework with Mother
Locating the Hother.

Locating TIlrs. Hoover 'vas not easy.

A

check of all the nursing homes in the area determined that she was not
employed at any of them.

The next lead carne froln Lillian's sister

whose children were also in foster care, a'1d she reported to her
caseworker that LilliaTl was living in a town nearby.
and Lillian carne immediately to the CSD office.

Joy 'wrote a letter

She stated that she

very much wanted her children back and was interested in a program for
restoration.

A plan was made for Lillian to visit the children regularly,

to seek employment, and to obtain professional counseling.

Counseling

was considered essential because Lillian had continued to drink heavily
and realized that she could not care for her children when she 'vas
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fTequently involved in drinking parties lasting several days.
Visi ts.

For the first eight months of proj ect acti vi ty Lillian

kept half the scheduled visits "\d th the children.

1\'ben she crune the

visi ts were considered successful, as Lillian was affectionate and
responded \·,rell to children.

Hm\'ever, Jim} age two, screamed during

part of each visit, and aftenvard became more obstinate and e}..']Jerienced
some loss of appetite.

Richard, age five, wet the bed for several

nights after the visits.

Susan, age four> began clinging to her foster

mother and asked if she did not "born" her} and Barbara, age eight,
became hostile and overly assertive.

Even though the children's behavior

caused a problem for the foster parents, they were cooperative and seemed
to understand that the outcome \\'as uncertain and that visits were necessary.

By this time the children had been in their foster homes for

three years, and the three younger children hardly knew their mother.
Employment.

Lillian's efforts to find employment were erratic,

and the jobs she found were short-lived.

She wOl'kecl a few days as a

babysitter and a couple of \Veeks in a tavern.
The caseworker referred Lillian to the DeiJartment of Vocational
Rehabilitation, but she missed all appointments.

She did see the DVR

counselor once, hm.,rever, when the CSD caseworkel' supervisor noted that
both Li1liai1 and the DVR counselor happened to be in the CSD office at
the same time and asked him to interview Lillian then.

The process of

investigating the possibility of this service was speeded up by the
helpfulness of Joy's colleague.
Other Services.
classes.

Lillian indicated an interest in parenting

In this small, rural county classes wel'e conducted \\'eek1y and

a newcomer could only enter at the begirming of the session.

Lillian

S2

'vas enrolled but did not attend.
Lillian also missed t,vo appointments for cOlIT1seling at the Mental
Health Association, prompting the counselor to write a letter stating
that no more appointments would be scheduled.
During the seven months of case\\ork acti vi ty all efforts to help
Lillian meet the minimum requirements to obtain the custody of the
children had not been successful.

Visits to the children had been spor-

adic, employment fitful, and appointments for cOWlseling and parent education classes had been missed.

Lillian continued to move frequently

and her housekeeping was as unsatisfactory as when the children were
originally placed in foster care.
Written Agreement.

In Jtn1e 1974, Lillian moved to the State of

Washington to live with her parents and planned to enroll in a rehabilitation program through the Indian agency.

She was part Indian and

therefore qualified for help through the agency_
In September a contract was written and signed by CSD and Lillian
as a last ditch effort to motivate her to make at least the minimum
chCL."1ges necessary.

If she failed at this) Joy planned to move ahead \vi th

a tennination of parental rights petition.

The contract listed what

each party would do. Lillian Hoover would:

(1) Actively seek employment,

and once this was obtained she ,,",ould budget money to provide adequate
food, shelter, and clothing for herself and pay child support of $5 per
child per month; (2) visit the children twice a month at the CSD office
and notify the case\vorker one day in advance if Wlahle to come; (3) participate in family cOWlseling and in the alcohol rehabilitation clinic;
(4) participate in medical appointments for her children; (S) remain at

one address; (6) maintain adequate housekeeping standards.

CSD ,...ould:
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(1) Work

with Lillian in any reasonable way to regain custody of the

children; (2) arrange visitation every two \,"eeks; (3) help Lillian get
assistance from other agencies and arrange transportation.
During the weeks following the signing of this contract, Lillian's
behavior did not change.

Through the Indian program, she entered an

alcoholic rehabilitation facility for an IS-day stay.
she was to complete the program Lillian left abruptly.

Three days before
Through her

frequent moves Joy persisted in her efforts to keep track of Lillian and
get her to fulfill the terms of the contract.
Peti tion for Tenllination
The target date of December 1974, passed without progress made
toward meeting the contract tenns.

Joy decided to petition for tennina-

tion of parental rights for both parents.

She had discussed vollmtarily

relinquishment of their rights with them but they rejected it.

The

parental behaviors which had necessitated the children's foster care
placement were not improved.

In fact, during the years their children

had been in foster care the chances of reuniting this family worsened.
The decision to pursue termination was made only after reviewing
the details of the case carefully 'with colleagues and Polk County caseworkers who knew the family.
hearing.

Joy began preparing the case for the court

She had docwnented each step of the treatment program, including

all efforts to contact the parents, to put them in touch with other
agencies, and their repeated failure to respond.

She found witnesses,

helped them prepare their testimony, filed the termination petition drm\11
with the assistance of the r.ietropolitan Public Defender Attorney, and
obtained a court date.

Filing the tel1llination petition was delayed

several times it was not filed lUltil July.
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With the filing of the petition,CSD's work \vith the court began.
Polk County was seen by agency staff as presenting a high barrier to the
tennination of parental rights.

The court rarely held either tennination

hearings or review hearings in the past.

For the Hoover case, this \vas

the first contact with the court since the custody hearing four years
before.
Until the advent of the project, tennination of parental rights
cases were rare in many Oregon counties and this 'vas true of Polk County.
Agency staff believed that the court actively blocked such cases.

The

judge was rumored to resist tennination of parental rights and so \vould
appoint a pro-tern judge to hear such cases.
as obstructive and uncooperative.

Caseworkers saw the court

When CSD had a case in which tennination

of parental rights seemed appropriate, the case was scrupulously prepared,
and taken to court only when cOffi;'Jelling evidence 'vas available.
Tennination of lllother' s Rights
As the two groups were waiting for Lilliants hearing to start, Joy
left the group and went over to talk 'vi th Lillian,

She had grown fond

of Lillian after a year and a half of intensive \'Jork with her, but was
convinced that she could not be an adequate mother to the children.

The

judge and la\vyers found termination a radical and painful action, but
for the caseworker it

~~as

doubly tormenting.

She had to testify against

a person with whom she had been intimately associated, whom she had
encouraged and tried to help.

Together they had worked toward a goal

and failed.
Lillian's attorney argued that Lillian could care for her children

wi th the help of services offered by the Indian agency.

A psychologist

for Lillian testified that if she had psychological cowlseling, money

ss
due her for Indian inheritance, and family support, she could care for
the children.
The state and the Public Defender, representing the children,
argued that since no progress had been made toward relmi.ting this family
in the four years and three months the children 1,'ere in foster care,
enough time had been allowed and this mother's rights should be telminated.
A summary of Lillian's past behavior relevant to her ability to
be a IIDther, including '9atterns of visiting, chaT1ges of residence,
efforts to control drinking, attempts to find employment, attendance
at parenting classes and counseling sessions and her level of ability
to provide for the children's physical needs was presented.
former landlord testified to her poor housekeeping.

Lillian's

A psychologist

who had evaluated both the children and the mother testified for the
state that it was his belief that Lillian could not be an adequate
mother to the children.
A few days later a verdict was handed down terminating::the parental
rights of Lillian Hoover to her four children.
and told the news to Lillian.

Joy heard the verdict

She wept.

Termination of Father's Rights
In January, the tenilination hearing for Sam Hoover was held.

The

state and the children's attorney's position ",as that Sam's parental
rights should be terminated since he had not made the changes necessary
to pennit the return of his children.

The testimony included evidence

that visits were infrequent, financial support to the children nonexistent,

atteJTIl~ts

to find eJTIl}Jloyment irregular, and that little effort
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had been made to care for the children's needs.

Srun's attorney argued

that he had re-married, settled down, and would soon be able to care
for the children.
His parental rights were tel1uinated but Sam decided to appeal the
decision.

The termination decision was upheld in the appellate court.

The three older Hoover children were adopted by their foster parents.
At the time this was \VYitten, the fate of Jim was in doubt.

He has lived

with his foster parents since he was taken into foster care at
the age of two months and was five years old at the time this was ·written.
Adoption by these parents is unlikely since they are an older couple.

It

is possible that he \\lil1 be placed in an adoptive horne where he can visit
with his present foster parents.
Aftermath
On November 11, in an interview published in the County newspaper,
Joy accused the local court officials of delaying termination cases.
Polk County, she said, has the worst record of the 36 counties in Oregon.
"One ongoing case has been. delayed for several months because the hearing
dates have been continually rescheduled."

In a letter to the editor

the Juvenile Court Judge and the court director denied these charges
and offered data to support their position.

Before the dispute was over

several additional articles had been \VYi tten.
improved between the court and CSD.

Thereafter, communication

The COlll1ty juvenile judge began to

hear tennination cases himself, instead of

a~pointing

a pro-tern judge.

In conversations with David Slader, the public defender attorney,
representing children interests, the judge irldicated an interest in
terminations and in becoming more acquainted \\Tith case law in this area.
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In assessing the situation in Polk COlmty, David said, "The obstacles
(to terminations) existed because they hadn't been tested."

r·. 1ULTNG·V\H COUNTY
Urban ?·:Iul tnomah County, ",i th over 100 caseworkers handling foster
care cases, is divided into five separate districts.

If a fmnily moves

from one district to another, the case is transferred to a ne\v caseworker in that office.

Such transfers make it difficult to provide

service continuity, which was seen as important in Polk COWlty.
The juvenile department of the J-·!ultnomah COlmty Circuit Court
is considered helpful in case planning by CSD case\·;orkers and project
staff.

The court and CSD staff hold monthly conferences to plan for

cases which appear headed for some type of court action.

The court

routinely holds case reviC1v hearings to assess the progress of children
in its tenrl:"")orary custody.

In Ern1 tnomah Calmty, tennination of parental

rights cases are regularly heard.

The court is not considered an

obstacle to achieving this goal.
Casework Services
Shelley Krause, born January, 1970, first entered foster care in
November 1970.

Shelley and her mother, Dorothy Krause, had been living

with a woman ",ho telephoned the police to report that she had found
numerous scratches and bruises on Shelley's body.

Shelley was picked

up and placed in temporary shelter care and later the court ruled that
she should remain in custody of CSD until the abuse charges h'ere investigated.

Child abuse could not be proved.

At the time Shelley entered

foster care, her parents had been separated several months and were in
the process of obtaining a divorce.

At the divorce hearing early in 1971
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custody of Shelley \Vas awarded to her mother.

Dorothy applied for \.,relfare

assistance.
Shelley's father, Bi11 Krause, spent a year in an institution for
the mentally retarded.

Because he is mentally retarded the caseworker

questioned his ability to care for the child.

Dorothy Krause had no

diagnosed mental deficiency but her intellectual abilities are

low.

She is further handicapped by a hearing problem for \vhich she uses a
hearing aid.

In 1968, Dorothy had given birth to a child who died

at the age of five days as a result of "injuries sustained in a fall",
according to the caseworker.

In view of the abuse charge concerning

Shelley, the worker began to wonder whether this child rea11y had died
from a fa11.
Placement with Father
By October 1971, Dorothy Krause had remarried and given birth
to a boy.

On November 2, Shelley was picked up by the police as a

battered child and a week later the ne\'! baby was taken in with similar
symptoms.

,As a result, Shelley was placed in the custody of her father,

ivho was living in the home of a family who could assist in her care.
With this move Shelley entered her fourth home in the 21 months since
her birth.
Shelley stayed with her father for almost a year.

In October 1972,

the family \Vi th whom he and Shelley were living asked him to move
because of his "dirty habits, poor personal hygiene and drw1!(enness."
Shelley remained in this home after Bill Krause left and it became a
foster home for her.

Shortly after he moved, Bill Krause e)..-pressed to

the caseivorker his \oJillingness to release Shelley for adoption.

He

was not penni tted to release because the worker "was optimistic about

S9

returning the child to her mother and wanted the child to maintain
legal ties with the father.
Review Hearing
At a review hearing in July 1973,Dorothy asked that Shelley be
returned to her.

In denying her request the judge pointed out that the

court policy is to return children to i)arents if possible, but the
court was not convinced that the Jr.other ivas sufficiently stable.

At

this time Dorothy had been visiting the child regularly and had for
several months successfully cared for the children of the man \",i th
whom she had been living.

.Another review hearing Has promised in five

months, at which time, if progress continued, Shelley could be returned
to her care.

The hearing set up guidelines for her behavior -- she

was to increase her visits to Shelley and pay support, and continue
to maintain a physical envirOl1..ment which would be acceptable for a child.
In this way Dorothy could demonstrate by action that she really did
want her child returned.

She was \\-arned that the court would not pennit

Shelley to remain in limbo forever.
Dorothy's caseworker was not as encouraged about her progress
as the court appeared to be.

Dorothy had seven knmvn addresses .

during the 14 months preceeding the review hearing.

Typically she would

fonn a superficial liaison with a man, become his live-in babysitter
or housekeeper for a few weeks, and. then the relationship would dissolve.
Her recent behavior showed no modification of this pattern.

The case-

worker saw Dorothy's current living arrangement as just another temporary liaison, and believed that it 1\-as not an acceptable environment for
Shelley.
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In addition to Dorothy's nomadic lifestyle, there had been two
occasions on 'vhich she had been accused of physically abusing Shelley.
COlU1seling had been recommended in the hope of changing her behavior,
but she failed to meet a}Jpointments.

The worker ,vondered whether

Dorothy was wi1lLT'lg to ma"l<e the changes ,vhich would enable her to
provide the minimwn level of care necessary for Shelley's survival.
Pemanent Planning Project
October, 1973, the ca.se I,as reviewed with juvenile court persormel,
aTld it 'vas agreed that termination of parental rights and subsequent
adoption \Vas the best plan for Shelley.
but continued to move often.

Dorothy visited regularly

She had been fired by the man whose

children she cared for.. She did almost nothing to demonstrate her
interest in the child.

So on October 29, 1973, the case was transferred

to the Permanent Plan.Tting Proj ect.

The caseworker, Denise Case, like

the Polk County \Vorker, \Vas trained to work vigorously to resolve cases
as quickly as possible.
The previous caseworker made no effort to provide continuity by
introducing Denise to significant people in the case or by othenvise
easing the transition for workers or the far.li1y.

j,1u1 tnomah County

caseworkers don't cooperate in handling cases, accordilJ.g to Denise.
In assessing the Krause case, Denise recognized that there was
at least a slight chru1ce that Shelley could be returned to her mother.
Dorothy had been visiting regularly, and while the mother-child relationship was not ideal, there , . .as a possibility that it could become adequateo
Dorothy had moved back to the hOli1e of the man \vho had fired her earlier,
and if this arrangement was successful there was some chance for
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relUlification of Dorothy alld Shelley.

On the other hand, the history

of possible physical abuse weighed heavily on Denise's mind as she
evaluated the olJtions for Shelley.
Another review hearing was scheduled for Jal1Uary 1974, but was
postponed W1til ['Jay at the recluest of Dorothy's attorney so that she
could have a chance to improve her financial situation aIld to obtain
a psychiatric evaluation.
In April, 1974, Denise and the perrnanent planning project director
decided to risk returning Shelley to her mother.

A psychiatrist had

evaluated both Shelley and Dorothy, and felt that h'ith a stable job
and agency support, Dorothy could function as a mother to the child.
Dorothy was visiting her daughter rebFUlar1y, although she didn't sho\\'
a great deal of affection for her.

Investigations made on the children

of the man Dorothy was living with indicated they i,!ere doing ivell at
school and were not being abused.

So it appeared that he and Dorothy

were doing well with his children, and his presence in the home might
prevent Dorothy from again abusing Shelley.
last ditch effort.

This :?l2.cement '\vould be a

If it failed, the worker would immediately begin

preparing for tennination hearing, and the documented evidence of the
mother's failure to provide a home might be decisive to the outcome of
the hearing.
Soon after Shelley returned to her mother, Dorothy lost her job
and applied for welfare assistance.
finding a place to live.

She also needed iTIunediate help

Denise decided that Dorothy should. not be

asked to look for work but should concentrate her efforts only on
caring for her

child~

Her previous jobs as a live-in babysitter had
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always been temporary,

and Denise did not \';ant her to continue in

these jobs, as the frequent changes \.,rould be upsetting to Shelley.
Training for new kinds of employr.tent had been offered to Dorothy and
rejected many times in the past.

Any efforts at job training could

wait.
Review Hearing
A revie\.,r hearing 'vas scheduled for late f.ray, and events in the
case made this hearing especially critical.
rights hearing was a distinct possibility.

A termination of ::>arenta1
At this review hearing,

the case was carefully re-examined, and specific parental behaviors
necessary to perpetuate the mother-child relationship \.,rere set out
in detail.
Specifically the court ordered that Shelley be continued under
ter:1porary commitment to Children's Services Division',but she was
authorized by the court to live
conditions were met:

"~II th

her mother if the following

(1) Dorothy is to live alone without having a

resident male to whom she is not married; (2) Denise Case is. to
arrange for parenting classes and Dorothy must attend; (3) Dorothy is
to accept help on how to plan a budget and purchase her food and
clothing and other supplies.; (4) Dorothy is not to ?unish Shelley
except on her bottom with her hal1d; (5) Dorothy is to accept any other
conditions Denise may require; and (6) a review hearing is to be scheduled in four months.
From Denise's vie\vpoint, this review hearing was critical, as
it set forth exactly what Dorothy '..:ould have to do in order to regain
custody of her child.

"It's almost as if it were decided at the review
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hearing.

Yes, we will tenninate if she doesn't do this", Denise said.

The hearing served the additional purpose of impressing Dorothy with the
seriousness of the situation.
solemn legal

atmosphel~e

Sometimes a court order, enhanced by the

of a hearing,

\\'8.5

more persuasive to parents than

a cas e\vorker, s exhortations.
After the revie"," hearing in May, Denise tried to help Dorothy implement the agreements.
August 2.

Dorothy al1d Shelley moved into a trailer house on

On August 27th, Denise visited Dorothy at the trailer and

discovered that she and Shelley had been staying there only occasionally,
since there was not enough money to have the gas turned on, and it was
cold in the trailer.

Denise had helped Dorothy ,.".ork out a budget for

the month of August "[hich included this expenditure, but apparently
Dorothy had spent the money for something else.

On September 11th,

Denise again went to the trailer and was told by a neighbor that Dorothy
had not been there for several

~·leeks.

Denise discovered that she had

stayed in three different locations during this time.

l1ms Dorothy

continued her pattern of drifting and was unable to provide even minimum
care for her child.
Shelley's attorney did not approve of her being moved from one
house to another, and indicated he was considering filing a petition
to remove Shelley from Dorothy? s care.

This warning had no effect.

No progress was made in helping Dorothy attend parenting classes.
Services such as the parenting classes are readily available in I,!ul tnomah
County.

Classes are held daily, usually during both the afternoon and

evening,and attendance can begin at any time.

Counseling is available

from several agencies and a variety of medical services are conveniently
located and easily accessible.

In Multnomah County generally there are
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a larger variety of services for clients, and they are more accessible
than in Polk Cmmty.
Return to Foster Care
Shelley changed "parents" seven times since birth and in addition
had changed residence frequently while in the care of her mother.

At

the request of Shelley's attorney, in September the mother 1vas asked to
return Shelley voluntarily to foster care and she did.

In the months

since the review hearing no progress \vas made toward achieving the
goals outlined by the court.

Shelley's attorney felt that it was no

longer in her best interest to remail1 with her mother.

Denise felt

certain that Dorothy's helpless drifting from man to man 'vas not likely
to change.

She seemed unable to adjust her life in such a way that

she could regain custody of Shelley.

After consulting vii th the court,

the project director, and Shelley's attorney, a petition was filed
to terminate the parental rights of Dorothy and Bill Krause,
Termination Hearing
The hearing was held in November 1974 seeking to terminate rights
of both parents.

The father, ",rho had previously indicated a willingness

to voluntarily surrender his parental rights, did not contest the action.
The attorney for Dorothy took the position that insufficient time
,,,as allowed to permit Dorothy to make the necessary changes that had
been agreed to at the Hay revie,v hearing.
The child's attorney and the state presented evidence that Dorothy
had :never been an adequate mother to Shelley, and it was unlikely that
she would ever become one.

Three psychiatrists stated that Dorothy 'vas
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ll..'1likely to change her behavior.

Denise testified specifically to

Dorothy's repeated failure to provide a home for Shelley.

In short,

Dorothy had not made the changes in her beha\Tior \\·hich she had promised
to make at the nay review hearing.

On November 20, the parental rights

of both Bill and Dorothy Krause were terminated.
Before Shelley could be adopted, additional intelligence tests
and physical examinations had to be completed so that the prospective
adoptive parents would have sufficient infonnation about her.

Intelli-

gence tests indicated that Shelly is not retarded: but she scored
low.

Physically she had a few problems which could probably be corrected.

In November 1975, Shelley lvas placed in an adoptive home.

By this time

she was five years old, and had been in eight foster homes.
SUi,E·,IA..R.Y

Case differences exist because of the tmique characteristics
of each case, the idiosyncratic way each worker does her job, the
variation in the 'vay the court and CSD cooperate to resolve cases, the
manner in which each CSD county unit conducts its business and the availability of services.
The method 'vorkers used to facilitate the movement of these foster
children into a permanent plan is similar in all counties.
caseworker must locate the parent.

First, the

Then if the parent wants his child

returned a plan must be made to bring this about.
assists the parent in carrying out the plan.

Then the caseHorker

Especially at this stage

of the process the workers are alert to the da11.ger of letting time pass
without active efforts being made to move tOKard the agreed upon goal.
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When returning to the parents is not possible, caseworker energies are
directed toward facilitating an adoption.
County differences center on variation in court activity, the
availability of commW1ity resources, cooperation of Children's Services
Division staff and the use of helping networks to provide information
about the case.
A variety of community resources Here used by both workers as they
sought to help the parent.

In the more rural Polk county, counseling at

the mental health association, parenting classes and vocational rehabilitation help 'vere available but had to be carefully scheduled.

Counseling

was denied after several appointments had been missed, and this was the
only help available to Lillian Hoover.

Her only other al temative

was to seek hel-') in a more urban center some miles away.

Parenting

classes were scheduled once each week and started every two or three
months.

If attendance did not begin early in one session the student

must wait until the follmving class began several months hence.

If

specialized medical treatment 'was necessary, a trip of sixty miles to
r',·lul tnomah County, an urban center, had to be arranged.
Perhaps the most striking difference between Polk and l',!ul tnomah
County was in the extent to h'hich the court 'was involved.

In Polk

County, Children's Services Division staff and the client made plans
to acconmlish the return of the child.

A contract \vas ,vyi tten and

agreed upon and implementation begun.

In l'..Iul tnomah COlmty the court

was involved from the beginning.
contract in Polk COlmty.
state and the parent.

The revie\',' hearing compared to the

Both were "tvyi tten agreements between the

HO\'leVer, the review hearing was more decisive.
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~-'kmthly

meetings were held in Mul tnomah COlmty ivi th court counselors and

other court persOlmel to discuss cases which needed court action.

In

Polk COlmty the court got into the Dicture at the time termination
action was sought whereas in Multnomah County the court was involved
from the beginning.
imother difference between Polk and Hul tnomah COWlty is in the
'way the staff works to do its job.

In Polk County each worker is

responsible for his own cases but others cooperate to help out when
necessary.

'When a case is transferred, continuity is provided \vhen' the

new worker is made acquainted with the case by the former casel.vorker.

G-LCUJTER V

11-m PROCESS OF AJX)PTION

A child is adopted only after the court has established to its
satisfaction that the child's parents cannot care for him, and a
suitable adoptive home has been found.

Children

jJl

this study were

followed as efforts were made to achieve the adoption goal.

Though

they were thought not likely to to home and adoptable, the process
involved a strict test of this prediction.
effort ,'las made to return the child home.

First, a concentrated
.~

ado?tive home was

sought only when all hope \lJas gone that the parents could assume
care.
Adoption-related events which occured during a 28 month period,
beginning with the time a decision was made that the child was not
likely to return home a.'1d adoptable, are presented in this chapter.
First, decisions in the adoption process are defined and discussed.
The children are tracked through this process.

Decisions made and

the time taken between decisions are noted.
For the cases described, the process began with a screening of
foster care cases in Oregon project counties.

This innovation in

Oregon child welfare practice was made possible by the demonstration
?roject.

Conducted by the Regional Research Institute, the screening

required that each caseworker handling foster care cases indicate the
likely outcome for each child on a onc page question.Tlaire.
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TIlC screening and case selection for the l)roject took place between
November 1973 and JW1e 1974 (Emlen, 1976).

OutcOr.1e choices were:

return to parents, adOi)tion by foster parents or ne1.\" parents, remain
in foster care or contractual long telm foster care.

After this

screening, project staff reviewed the cases more closely with the
caseworker and made the final selection for the ?roject.

The project

sought cases where children were seen as not likely to return home
and adoptable.

Not all cases deemed by individual caseworkers to be

likely candidates for the project were chosen.

A limited number of

cases could be accepted for the ,ro j ect SlJecial effort.

Basic to

the ability to provide the special effort were reduced caseloads
for the project casei\'orker.

1110re children \';ere eligible fOT the

project than could be included so other selection criteria were used.
A case was not included if its resolution appeared to be straightfonl)'ard
\d th no difficult legal processes and could be handled by a regular

caseworker,

The proj ect caseworker Hi thin a cOlmtr w1i t could. handle

a limited number of cases a"1d when slots were filled no more could
be taken tmtil others had been resolved.
Examination of case records, and interviews with casmvorkers
and administrators in foster care and adoption revealed that felIT
routtne decisions are made for all children in foster care.

Some

case records contain infonnation about decisions made by the biological parents and caseworkers to cooperate in an effort to retUlll
the child.

Some contain a letter from the adoption unit stating that

ail adoptive home could probably be found for that child if he 11)'ere
free.

SOEle have records of court reviews a'1d other clues as to
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decisions made about the child I s future.

However, no tmifonn pattern

for systematic assessment of the status of all foster cases existed
at the time these data 1vere collected.
Figures I and 2 contain flOi': charts indicating decisions made
for each group:

those likely to be adopted by parents new to them

and those likely to be adopted by foster parents.

Children were

tracked from the caseh'orker decision that the child \'las not likely
to return home and
came first.

ado~table

or was chosen by the project5 whichever

They were follmled for 28 months, or lmtil an outcome

had been achieved.

1ll.e decisions that could be identified for most

children were whether or not they became a project case, whether the
rights of their parents were legally ended and, if so, whether by
tennination or volu'1tary relinquishment, and whether adoption or
return to biological parents took place.

The decisions made for the

study sample were· noted.
Beginning with the screening decision or identification as a
project case the next one identifiable for all children was when
they were legally freed from one of their parents.

Either the parent

voluntarily relinquished rights to the child or the court tenninated
the parent's legal rights.

The child could be freed from both

parents in the same ,\"ay and at the same time or the method and time
might differ.

Sometimes one or both narents were dead.

For the

decision called "hm\" freed from parent 1" the first parent whose
rights were ended was of
was the father or mother.
the parent

interest regardless

of whether the parent

For the decision "how freed from parent 2"

in question was the one remaining after the child

~~
NO:.7

NO=29
lTFC=1

Parents:.:1
Pending=4

Parents=2
Relatives=1
Pending=25

f_

-J2~

Pending=:

I

Figure 1. FlmlJ chart of dcc:isions made for snm~lc chiJdrcn seen as likely to he adopted
by foster parents (LTfC = long tenn foster carc; pend ins: '-= ros tcl' care).

'-I

.....

NO=12

NO=14

Parents 5
Pending 7

Parents = 6
Pending=8

Deceased=1
Foster Adopt=1

Deceased=2
Pending=2

Figure 2. Flow chart of llecisions Illude for s:llJt~)lc children seen
adopted by new parents (pending == foster GI rl'.

:1S

likely to he

-...:J
t..l
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Ivas legally freed froD the first.

The final decision was \vhether or

not the child ivas adopted by his foster parents, by new parents, or
had another outcone such as continued foster care (noted as pending on
the figure), returned to parents, placed with relatives or in long
tel111 foster care.

DECISION RESULTS
111ere were some differences between those likely to be adopted
by foster parents al"1d those likely to be adopted by neh' parents in
the number of children for \"-Thom the various decisions lvere made.
All differences reported are statistically

si~'11ificant

at

R. <.05.

A larger proportion of children were chosen for the project from
those thought likely to be adopted by new parents than from those in
the foster parent plan.

This might reflect the project case selection

practice of choosing difficult cases,

Since those likely to be

adopted by foster parents had been in foster care 10J).ger (Olapter VI) ~
their parents were more likely to have lost contact ''lith them.

\~11en

this happened legal action to terminate the rights of parents ':.'as
more straightfoYl'lard.
the regular caseworker.

Project staff chose to leave these cases \Vith
The decision for those headed for adoption

by foster parents 'vas less complicated for another reason; for them
an adoptive home ,,,as readily available and a search wmecessary.
For these two reasons, they would be less likely to be chosen for the
project effort.
The decision to pursue adoption indicates ,. .hether or not a child
was freed from one parent.

Once a case becane j.Jart of the project,

adoption was just as likely to be pursued for those in the new parent
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plan as for the foster parent plan.
in the project.

This was also true of cases not

They moved at the same rate until they were frced

from one parent, no matter which outcome was predicted.

Hm.;cver,

if a case was not accepted, the chance of adoption being pursued was
less than if it \vas in the project.

Thus, the likely outcome was

not significant in determining ",'hether adoption \Vas pursued, but
whether a case was in the project '\vas important.
f,bving dO\m the flm" chart to the decision concerning hoi\' the
child was freed from the first parent, the re5u1 ts show that more
project children were freed by tennination in the nehT parent plan
than in the foster parent pla'1.

The number of cases freed all!Ong those

not chosen for the project is so small, especially in the new parent
plan, that it is difficult to make a meaningful comparison.
To assess ""hether the '\lJay a child was freed frol:1 the first parent
is predictive of the 'way he '\\las freed from the second parent, data
'were combined wi thin each of the plans (see Tables II and II I) .

If a child was freed from his first biological parent by termination.
it is more likely that he would be freed from the second parent in
the same way.

This was the case for both those in the new parent

plan and the foster parent plan.

For the grou:) headed for adoption

by new parents, if the first biological parent relinquished his rights
it is not more likely that the second parent ''''ill do the same.
This was not true of foster parent adopt group.

If the first parent

relinquished it 'vas more likely that the second parent Hould relinquish.
Whilc the way a child was freed from his first !1arent was sor:1e\vhu1:
predicti ve of the way he was freed from the second parent, the :;Jattems
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TABLE II
NUi-ffiER F!i.EED FROi·; PA.t<Ei\'T 1 BY
NUI·lBE1 F~:~SED FROi·'! PARE:''T 2
IN FOSTE~ PA!:;ENT PL.·~\J

l',iethod for Parent 2

:,lethoc1 for Parent 1
Re1inquis}unent

Tel1nination

Total

Relinquishment

9

3

12

Termination

5

13

18

Other: dead, no record or
not freed

10

6

16

Total

24

22

46

TABLE III
NUMBER FREED FRa'1 PARENT 1 BY
NUMBER FREED FROM PAHENT 2
IN NE\' PA"-<ErH PLAt\J

f,iethod for Parent 2

j\iethod for Parent 1
Relinquishment

Termination

Total

Relinquishment

7

0

7

Tennination

9

18

27

Other: dead, no record or
not freed

2

6

8

18

24

42

Total
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are by no means consistent.

Tenlination is more likely to occur for

both parents than is relinquishment.
The flow charts contain a total of thirteen children ,,'ho ,,,rere freed
from their first parent, but for ,dlOm no record was available of action
concerning Parent 2.

Two of the children ,·;ere returned to the

remaining biological parent, five remained in foster care and six
'vere adopted.

It appears that six children beCaI!le adOl)ted without

ever being legally freed from one of the biological parents, usually
the father.

While it is possible that some records have been lost,

and thus the repeated searches for these data were not successful, it
is more likely that adoption did take place without freeing the child
from one parent.
times adopted.

Until recently a child who was half free

1'!aS

some-

Usually it was the absent or unknown father fror.l whom

the child was not freed.

The Suprer.le Court decision Stanley vs.

Illinois, 405 U.S. 645 (1972), reaffinned the legal rights of the
child's biological father.

The court ruled that a child cannot be

legally freed for adoption UIltil there has been some
of the rights of the biological father.

dis~Josi tion

FollO'.ving this decision,

more care was taken to deal legally with the parental rights of an
absent parent.

All six of the children in this study Here freed

from their mother but not their father.

The 'whereabouts of five

of the fathers were unknown.
Even though a child \vas not freed from both parents, if adoption
took place the rights of these neh" parents are clear.
statute dealing with the relationship bet\'[een the

The Oregon

ado~)ted

child

and his natural and adoptive parents provides that the relationshiu
". . . shall be the same to all legal intents and pUl"'l:)Qses after the
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entry of such decree as if the adopted person had been born in lmvful
wedlock to his adoptive parents and had not been born to his natural
parents".

Oregon Revised Statutes 109.041 (1)

A total of 25 children were freed from both parents but were not
adopted) 11 in the group were seen as likely to be adopted by foster
parents and 14 from the group likely to be adopted by new parents.
addition, six children were freed from one parent.

In.

1\11ile some of

these children may have been adopted after the 28 months covered in
this study, others may remain in foster care because no adoptive
home is available.
TIIE ourCQ\IE

Table IV contains sunnnaries of the actual outcome for the study
sample 28 months after the study began.
of plan

and

Dat~

are presented. by type

within the plan by project and non-project.

Perhaps the most striking finding is that> though the caseworkers
predicted otherwise, at the end of 28 months large numbers of children
remained in foster care, a placement desiglled to be temporary.

In

fact> more children remained in foster care tl1an achieved thE: plan
that was predicted for them.
foster parents did
parents.

n~t

The proportion of children a.dopted by

differ from the PTOpoTtion adopted by new

So no matter ''1hat the prediction, at the end of the study

almost half of the children were in the same type of placement as
they were in at the beginning.

Of these children remaining in foster

care) 29 (39 percent) were freed from at least one parent and 23 (31
percent) were freed from both parents but were not adopted.

Of those
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who did leave foster care, the caseworker generally made a better than
chance prediction of the outcorr.e.
Whether a child was part of the project made a difference for
those headed for adoption by foster parents in that feh·er children
remained in foster care among project cases.

In the predicted new

parent group, no difference was found between numbers of project and
non-project cases remaining in foster care.
The first priority of the demonstration project and for foster
care workers in general is to return the child to his biological
parents.

This outcome, though not predicted for these children,

was the placement for 11 percent of the cases.

More children were

returned from those who seemed headed for adoption by new parents
than from the foster parent plan group.
To swmnarize, no differences were found between the proportion
adopted by foster parents and by nmv parents.

In this respect, foster

parent adopt appears to be an acceptable placement.

No matter which

outcome seemed likely, almost half of the children made no change in
the type of placement they were in.

They remained in foster care.

Of the 74 children in foster care at the end of 28
legally free from at least one parent.

l~lonths,

31 were

Clearly the goal was adoption

but they were stopped somewhere short of the goal.

The goal is to

make foster care a temporary arrangement for all children.

These

children had already been in foster care well over 28 months and
efforts to move them into a permanent plan had not succeeded.
care had not accomplished its goal.

Foster

TABLE IV
CHILDRS~

NUMBER OF

IN EACH OUTCOME

BY LIKELY OlITCOHE AND PROJECf

Foster Parent Plan
Placement

Project Non-Project Total

Ne1v Parent Plan

Total for

Project Non-Project Total

Both Plans

Long Term Poster Care

0

1

1

(1%)

0

0

Return to Parents

3

2

5

(6%)

7

5

12 (1 n)

17 (11%)

Nelv Parent Auopt

2

1

3

(4 90 )

17

3

20 (28';;)

23 CI5';j)

18

12

30 (36%)

6

3

(13~i)

39 (25%)

0

1

(1%)

0

0

Foster Care

15

29

44 (52%)

21

9

30 (42%)

74 (4790)

Total

38

46

84 (100%)

51

20

71 (100%)

155 (100%)

Foster Parent Adopt
Relatives

1

1

9

1

(1%)

(1%)

-.....J
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CHi\PTER VI
ACCOU'JTING FOR THE DECISro:\:S

The results of efforts to discriminate between groups of children
for whom different decisions 'vere made are presented here.

A stepwise

discriminant fUT1ction analysis was the statistical tool used.

Seven

sets of analyses were done in an effort to understand which measures
account for the decisions made in the process finding the most appropriate placement for a child.
TI1ree sets of variables ,,,,ere used to account for group membership
at various points in the decision process; client, non-client and service
history.

A listing of variables included in each of the three sets

is fow1d in Table IV.

The number of subjects available for some

analyses was less than the total in the sample.

When this

the ntnnber of variables 'vi thin each set was reduced.

happened~

This \Vas done so

that a ratio of at least four subjects to one variable could be maintained in each analysis.

~vhile

differences of o?inion exist on what

this ratio should be, more than four variables to one subject is
preferred.

Hmvever, because this is an exploratory study in an area

in which little research has been done, this ratio 'vas chosen to pemit
as full an investigation as possible of potentially important variables.
Results are interpreted cautiously.
A summary of the nine aT1alyses done in an effort to account for

differences in decisions made for specified groups is presented in
Table V.

Following this swmnary each analysis is discussed.
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TABLE V
VA...T{IABLES AND ilIEASUREHENT SCALES
INCLUDED IN 'D-IE
Ai'1ALYSES

Variable

Sets
Service
History

Client

Scale

= Project

Was this a project case

1

Age

Expressed in total number of months
from birth to October 1975.

Number of placements

The total number of different foster
homes a child has lived in between
the time he entered foster ca.re and
October 1975.

Time in foster care

Expressed as the total number of
months the child had been in care
until October 1975.

Bother barrier

Caseworker rating of
which the biological
barrier to the child
to her. 1 = minimal
6 = high barrier.

Father barrier

Same as mother barrier
to the father.

Placeability ratings:

The child's case1vorker rated each
of these four child conditions on
the basis of whether it was likely
to be a barrier to placing the child.
1 = placeable
5 or 6 = not placeable

Physical
Coping
Financial
Overall (everything
considered)
Bonds:

to mother
to father

a = Non-Project

the extent to
mother was a
being returned
barrier to
but applied

The child's caseworker made a. rating
of the extent to which bonds to
various people \Vere likely to influence the placement chosen.

to siblings
1 = no bonds
to foster parents 5 = strong bonds

to others
NonClient

Pike ratings:
CSD

County DA
County Judrre
,

b

Ratings of the institutional barriers
to permanent planning. These ratings
were made by Victor Pike, demonstration Project Director. 1 = low barrier to 5 = high barrier.
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TABLE V (continued)
Sets
NonClient
(cont. )

Variable

Scale

Foster care rate

Numbers of children in foster care
per 1000 children tmder 18 in each
county.

Foster care population

The total number of children in
foster care in each COWlty

Case'vorker attitude
factor scores:

The results of a survey of caseworker
attitudes was factor analyzed and
eight factors emerged. The child's
score on each factor is his case'vorker' 5 factor score.
-1.67=101'" barrier to 2. 39=high barrier

Ie Court barriers to
termination in
this COtmty
II. Negative attitude
toward tennination.
III. CSD interagency
commtmications
perceived as
favorable
IV. Willingness to
terminate despite
the unavailability of adoptive
homes.
V. Approval or restoration effort
VI. Lack of e~)erience
doing termination

-1.39=less negative attitude to
3.6S=more negative attitude

-2.25=less favorable communication to
1.73=more favorable communication

-1. 76=less \-villing to terminate to
2.00=more willing to terminate

-2.23=less approval of restoration effort
to 1. 90=more approval of restoration
-1.3l=more experience to 2.35= less
experience

VI I. Willingness to predict that a child
-1.98=less willingness to 2.06= more
will not return
willingness
home.
VIII. Time for a
decision

-1.95=less time to 2.24=more time
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TABLE V (continued)
Sets

Variable

Scale

COW1ty Climate Scores:
For each caseworker factor a county
climate score was computed by calculating the percentage of caseworkers in that cow1ty 'IIho scored above
the mean for 279 caseworkers surveyed.
I.
II.

III.

Court barriers to lOO=high barrier to O=low
tennination
barrier
Negative attitude
toward tennina100=negative to 0= less
tion
negative
CSD interagency
conununications
perceived as
favorable

100=favorable to O=less
favorable

IV. Willingness to
tenninate despite
the unavailibility 9l=more willing to O=less
of adoptive homes willing

V.

VI.
VII.

VII I.

Approval of restoration efforts

86=approval to O=less
approval

Lack of experience 71 =lack of experience to O=less
doing termination lack of experience
Willingness to predict that a child
will not retuTn
75=willing to O=less
home
willing
Time for a
decision

82=time to O=less time
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TABLE VI
DISCRHUNAi'JT A'JALYSES

Decision
1.

Case'vorker decision: Is
the child not likely to go
horne and adoptable?

2.

Should this child \vho is
likely to be adopted by new
parents be selected for the
project?

Groups
(1) Yes, by foster parents (n=84)
(2) Yes, by nm.; parents (n=71)
(1) Yes the child is selected (n=51)
the child is not selected
(n=20)

(2) t~o

3.

Should this child who is likely to be adopted by foste"r
parents be selected for the
project?

(1) Yes the child is selected (n=38)
(2) No the child is not selected
(n=46)

4.

Is adoption pursued for children likely to be ado~ted by
new parents?

(1) Pursued (n=45)
(2) Not pursued (n=36)

5.

Is adoption pursued for children likely to be adopted by
foster lJarents?

(2) Not pursued (n=36)

6.

What outcome was achieved?
(Two analyses were done for
this decision.)

(1) Pursued (n=48)

Analysis 1
(1) Adopted by new parents (n=23)
(2) Adopted by foster parents (n=39)
(3) RetUTIled to biological parent
(n=19)
(4) Remained in foster care (n=72)
Pnalysis 2
(1) Adopted by foster parents
(n=39)
(2) Adopted by ne.v parents (n=23)
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IS A aULD, ,'.,rHO IS ~OT LIKELY TO RETURN HOt,ill,
AJXlPTABLE BY NEl\' PARCHS OR FOSTER PA.llliNTS?

This decision took place when workers were asked to examine each
case in their caseload and make a judgment about its likely outcome.
One of the nine possible outcomes could be chosen (Emlen, 1976).
two outcomes of interest here are:

The

the child is not likely to return

home and is adoptable by (1) foster parents or by (2) new parents.

This

analysis permits an eXl.Jloration of the way case\l}'orkers make judgments
about whether a child is likely to be adopted by foster parents or by
new parents.
Each of the three sets of variables, the client) the non-client and
service history were entered in an analysis in the six possible orders.
While the sets themselves were forced to enter the analyses in different
planned orders, the variables h"i thin each set entered in a stepwise
fashion, that is measures entered according to the amount of variance
they accounted for.

This penni ttec1. an assessment of the relationship of

the sets to each other and
set.

an evaluation of each variable within a

The contribution of the three sets and the important variables

within each set will be discussed first.

Finally the relationship of

the sets to each other will be assessed.
Forty-four percent of the variance in the caseworker decision
concerning whether or not the child was likely to return home and
was adoptable by either foster parents or new parents was accounted
for in this analysis.

The largest contributing set was service

history which accounted for 29 percent when it entered the analyses
first.

The child's age (F (1,153)

=

55.28,

Q

<. .01)

and length of
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time in foster care (F (1,152) = 3.82, D<.lO) were the t\\'o variables
within this set accolU1ting for significant proportions of the variance.
(F values reported are those when the measure first entered the analysis.)
Children \vho were older and had been in foster care longer \vere likely
to be seen by their case\ljorker as adoptable by foster parents rather
than new parents.
The correlation between age and length of time in care is r=.50, so
the two variables are related.

The variance accounted for by a measure

entering an analysis second is that proportion of the variation which
the second variable accOLmts for after that contributed by the first.
Age entered first since it accounts for the largest proportion of the
variation.

Length of time in foster care and age hold variation in

cormnon so length of time in foster care by itself accolU1ts for a smaller
proportion of the variance than it would if age was not included.
The second most important set, client characteristics, accolU1ts
for 17 percent of the variation
Bonds

to foster

parents \vas

here (F (1,153) =19.18,

E <.01)

when

it

the most

enters

first.

important variable

with children who had stronger

emotional ties to their foster parents among the group thought
likely to be adopted by foster parents.

Bonds to the mother was the

other significant measure (F (1,152) = 5.53, P <.05) in this set.
Children \vho seemed headed for adoption by new parents were more likely
to have some remaining attachment to their mother than 1"ere those
deemed adoptable by foster parents.
Non-client measures accolU1ts for only 10 percent of the group
difference when the set was entered first.

One significant variable
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was negative attitude tmv-ard tennination on the part of the caseworker
(F (1,153)

= 4.30,

Case\wrkers who had objections to the

p<.OS).

idea of terminating parental rights were more willing to say a child
would be adopted by his foster parents than by new parents.

Another

variable accounting for a significant proportion of the variation
was the cOlmty cli'11ate measure of the willingness of workers in the
county where the child was living to tenninate parental rights even
though an adoptive home may not have been available (F (1 }152) = 4.
P

<. OS).
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Workers from counties where such a willingness was more

prevalent were likely to say that the child was adoptable by foster
parents.

The adoption process in Oregon is set up so that finding

a home for children headed for adoption by new parents does not begin
~~til

the

parents'

rights

are

terminated.

Children

headed

for adoption by foster parents are living with their potentia] adoptive parents at the time the adOl)tion decision is made so that the
availability of a home is clear to the child's worker and others
involved in the decision.

.'nlen this situation existed caseworkers

lv-ere I1lore likely to be willing to terrninate parents' rights in spite
of a possible negative attitude toward the idea.
Foster care rate and foster care population lv-ere used as measures
of the size of the group of foster care children in each county.

It

was expected that in the larger, more urban counties the process of
achieving a pennanent home for a child and the number of homes fOlmd
would differ.

However, in none of the discriminant analyses did

ei ther of these variables account for a significant
variation.

pro~ortion

of the

As will be further explained in Cha,ter VII, foster care
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~/opulation

accounts for differences in time for those adopted by

foster parents.
The relationship of the three sets of variables can be seen by
examining Figure 2.

The proportion of the variance accounted for by

a set decreased as that set was forced to enter after others.

Service

history, the most important set no matter when it entered the analysis,
drops lmtil it accounts for 14 percent, entering after the other two.
The importance of age in understanding the caselvorker decision remains
even when service histoT'/ entered after both other sets but length
of time in foster care accounts for a significant part of the variation
only when the set entered first.

As discussed above, the correlation

of age with length of time in foster care could account for this
decrease.
The stronger relationship of client Ineasures to service history
than to non-client variables can be seen on Figure 2.

When the client

set entered after the non-client set it accounts for a slightly larger
part of the variance but was reduced from 17 percent to nine percent
when it entered after service history.

Client measures have a higher

correlation to service history than to non-client variables.

When·

the client set entered second, a Slightly larger'proportion of the
variation is accounted for.

Variance is not shared by client and

non-client measures as l.vas the case with service history and client
variables but the variance accOlmted for by the client set is improved
by the non-client.
Caseworker perception of the child's emotional bonds to his foster
parent accounts for a significant part of the variation no matter when
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the client set entered the analyses, but bonds to the biological mother
are important only when the client set entered first and second.
r'/lother bonds are not as strong a discriminator as foster parent bonds.
Adoption usually \'lould not be considered in the face of strong ties
to the parent, but if adoption is considered, then bonds to foster
parents receive strong attention.

When non-client entered after client

it accounts for a larger proportion of the variation than when it
entered first.

Again, the relationship of the client ruld non-client

appears to enhance the predictability of the other.
bility of the non-client is increased.

Here the predicta-

When the non-client set entered

after others" neither of the measures ,vhich accounts for 'a significant
portion of the variation is iinportant:

factor II, negative attitude

toward tennination and COll."lty cliinate score IV, willingness to terminate
despite the unavailability of adoptive homes.
In summary, while 66 percent of the variation in caseworker
decision remains unaccounted for, differences between the two groups
are apparent.

Service history, particularly age, is most germane to

understanding the difference and in some analyses, length of time in
foster care emerged.

Tne other important variable is bonds to foster

parents, a client measure.

Others l.,hich accOlmt for smaller portions

of the variance are bonds to biological parents, a negative attitude
toward termination on the part of the caseworker, and the climate
variable, willingness to tenninate despite the unavailability of
adoptive homes.
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TA:'3LE VII
MEN·IS FOR VARIABLES SIGNIFICA~"'r
TO 1HE DECISION: '~\1-!0 IS LIKELY
TO AmPT THE CHILD?"

Likely Adoptoysa

Variables

Foster Parents

Service History
Age in months
Time in foster care

New Parents

F

112.81 (46.04)

62.58 (36.41)

55.28***

76.73 (38.21)

46.58 (24.72)

3.82*

Client
Bonds to mother b

1.46 (

.73)

1.97 ( 1.16)

Bonds to foster parents b

4.06 ( 1.36)

3.09 (1.41)

19.18***

Non-Client
Factor II: Negative attitude
toward tenninationc

- .33 (

County Climate IV: Willingness
to tenninate des~ite unavailabili ty of adoptive hO;;les d

51. 70 (15.30)

.95)

-.61 (

.66)

47.94 (13.68)

4.30**

4.53*

a nl~bers in parentheses arc standard deviations
b

I

= no

bonds to 5

= strong

bonds

c TIle score for each child is his caseworker's factor score
d The child 1 s score on this variable is the percentage of caseworl:ers
in his county scoring above the state mean on the corresponding factor.
*

D<.10
p<.05
:':**p<.OI
*:1:
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Discussion
The caseworker decision about whether a child is likely to be
adopted by foster parents is most strongly influenced by measures
associated \vith the child.

His age makes a big difference perhaps

because an older child might be more likely to be adopted by parents
who lme\v him and to wholIl he developed an attachment, that is his
foster parents.

A child who has been in foster care longer had more

opportunities to fonn attachments to foster parents and therefore the
probabili ty of fanning a lasting relationship would increase.
Case\'lOrkers rated the mother-child bond stronger for those children
who seemed headed for adOl)tion by the new parents.

Perhaps the additional

time those likely to be adopted by foster parents had spent mvay froD
their mother tan1ished the mother-child bond.
from this parent for a longer

~Jeriod

They had been absent

than children likely to be adOl)ted

by new parents.
A negative attitude toward tennination of parental rights on the
part of the caseworker influenced the decision as to likely outcome.
The relationship between the non-client measures and tIle other sets
indicates that the judgment of a caseworker about characteristics
of the child are influenced by this attitude.

Caseworkers with a

negative attitude toward termination of parental rights were more
likely to say a child should be adopted by his foster parents.
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SHOULD TIllS CHILD

Ii~·IO

;,{AS

PREDICl1~D

TO BE ADOPTABLE

BY NEW PAtlENTS BE CHOSEN FOR THE PROJECT?

After the caseworker had made a decisj on that the chi ld h'a5 not 1 ikC."ly
to return home and was likely to be adopted either by new parents or
foster parents, another review h'as done.

This time the child's case-

Korker and project staff discussed the case in some detail to decide
l~lether

it was appropriate for tho project effort.

Criteria for project

selection in addition to the onos used. by the caseworker "vere:
case be among those seen as most difficult to move

throu~h

the

the perma-

nent planning process and the special project caseworker should not
have more than 25 cases at one time.
The t\vO groups in this analysis are (1) those seen as adoptable
by new parents who were chosen to be part of the demonstration project
and (2) those \vho \vere not chosen.

The three discriminating sets ,,,,ere

reduced to a total of 19 variables for this analysis and the one
following it.
Again here, as in all analyses, the three sets of variables were
entered in all possible orders cU1d variables \vi thin sets entered in
a stepwise fashion.

Each set will lie discussed separately, then

their relationship with each other will be considered.
The measures accoll.Tlted for 56 percent of the variation in the
decision to include a child in the proj ect who was seen as not likely
to retU111 home and adoptable by ne\\' parents.
TIle non-client set is most relevant, accolmting for 37 percent
\\'hen entered in the analyses first.

The four variables accOlmting

for significant proportions of the variation in this set are (1) county
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c1i~ate

VIII - ti@c for decision (F (1,69) = 18.93,

score VIII, time for decision (F (1,68)

u~.Ol),

~

(2) factor

= 5.66, n< .05), (3) county
~

climate I, court barriers to termination (F (1,67)

= 5.42, 2.<.05) and

(4) factor II, negative attitude to\vard tennination (F (1,69)
p ( . 05) .

= 6.08,

The last variable , negative attitude, accounts for a signifi-

cant portion of the variation only when considered separately.

When

entered in a step1vise fashion after the effects of other more ilTI!)ortant
variables Nere accounted for, this measure was not significant.
From the ti@e for decision variable we 1ea111ed that children were
more likely to be chosen by the project if the individual child's
caseworker and caseworkers as a group in the child's county had time
to deal with termination of parental rights and were comfortable 'vi th
the idea.

Also if the court in a child's county 1vas seen as presenting

obstacles to the tellnination of parental rights the child was more
likely to be chosen for the project.
Another variable accoll.'lting for a significant portion of the
variation indicates that a child ',<lith a

case~vorker

who had a negative

attitude toward tennination of parental rights was less likely to be
chosen for the project.
Generally from these non-client variables we learn that caseworJ(ers
\vho could make a corrnnitment to the idea of tennination of parental rights
~vere

more likely to furnish cases to the project. Evidence that the stated.

project policy of taking only cases difficult to move through the
permanent planning process was implemented is indicated by the finding
that children chosen for the project h'ere more likely to be from a
county perceived as having high court barriers to the tennination of
parental rights.

Cases in these cOlmties \\'ould be more difficult to
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resolve.
The other UvO sets of disciminators account for small portions of
the variation.

Client measures account for 13 percent and service his-

tory nine percent when each set enters first.

The caseworker rating of

the extent to which the father was seen as a barrier to the child's return home is the only variable from the client set accounting for a significant proportion of the variation (F (1,69) = 4.17, £. <.05).

A child

whose father was seen as not likely to take him back was less likely to
be chosen as a project case.

Fathers presenting the highest barrier to

the child's return iv-ere generally those for whoIil parent-child reconciliation was least possible.

These were the easier cases since termination

of parental rights '<las more straightfonvard.
be chosen by the project.

They were less likely to

The project selected difficult cases.

\~here

fathers presented less of a barrier, case resolution was more difficult
because of indecision about the outcome.

The rural county case study

presented in Chapter IV illustrates the effort necessary to determine
the outcome where the father expresses an interest in having his children returned to his care.

The effort required was greater and the case

was more likely to be taken into the project if the father was actively
involved with his children.
Age was the service

histOl~

measure accounting for a significant

proportion of the variation (F (1,69) = 6.17, E. <. .05).
dren were chosen for the project.

Younger chil-

For them the risk was not so great

that delays would result in their being too old for adoption by the time
they were free.
By examining the relationships among the sets of measures it can
be seen that, though there is some reduction in its effect as the non-
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client set entered near the end, its strong influence remains throughout.

The one variable wi thin the service history set which aCCotUlts

for a significant portion of the variance no matter when it entered was
the calmty climate measure VII I, time for a decision.

Thus the best

predictor of a case being chosen for the project was if the caseworkers
felt comfortable ''lith termination of parental rights and had time for a
decision.

The cOillIty climate variable I, court barriers to termination,

was the only other measure accOlmting for a significant portion of the
variation beyond step 1.

The other two sets \vere of considerably less

importance and this usually decreased as they were entered second and
third.

Age was not significant after the Service History set entered

first.

The father rating was important as the client set entered first

and second.
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'i'r'\BLE VI I I
MEA\JS FOR VARIABLES SIGNIFIC'\]\IT TO 'HiE DECISION:

SHOULD A aULD LIKELY TO BE ADOPTED BY
I,,'"EW PA1~NTS BE IN
TIIE PROJECT?

Project Casc a

Variables
Service HistOlY

Yes

Age

F

No

56.06 (28.79)

79.05 (47.80)

6.17*

4.61 (1.13)

5.20 (1.01)

4.17i;

42.37 (39.61)

22,15 (16.85)

5.42*

58.02 (19.42)

35.00 (21. 63) 18. 93*~':

Client
b
Father barrier
Non-Client
County Climate I:
to teminationc

Court barriers

County Climate VIII:
decisiofl

Time for

Factor II: Negative attitude
toward tenninationd
Factor VII I:

Time for decisionc

-.72 (.63)

-.31 (.66)

6.08*

.47 (.69)

-.19 (.61)

5. 66 M :

a Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.
b 1

= minimal

barrier to 6

= high

barrier

c The child's score on this variable is the percentage of caseworkers
in his county scoring above the state mean on the corresponding factor.
d The score for each child is his caseworker's factor score.
i; p<.05
i:*p<.Ol
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SUlI1r.1ary
Drawing from a pool of children thought not likely to return home
and adoptable each \vas considered and the project roster was chosen.
From this analysis it can be seen that the best indicators of \\'hether
a child was taken into the demonstration project had to do, not with
qualities of the child or his history, but Kith attitudes and conditions
that were seen to exist among those in charge of the child's future.
Project cases were more likely to be from a millieu where agency
staff viewed tennination of parental rights as a viable option.

TI1is

may reflect the greater willingness of staff with these attitudes
to transfer cases into the project.
The importance of the degree to which the father was a barrier to
the child's return hOr.!e is probably an indicator a f the project's
tendency to take difficult cases.

That the project took younger

children points to a preference for those for "whom an adoptive home
could more easily be found.

It appears that project staff were

willing to accept difficult cases but they wanted to be certain an
adopti ve home could be found once the child \,-,as free.
SHOULD TI-IIS CHILD, vlliO WAS PPEDICTED TO BE .WPTABLE
BY FOSTER PARENTS, BE Q-rOSEN FOR TI-IE PROJECT?
This decision is similar to the one discussed just before it but
the group on which the decision \,-,as made is different.

Considered here

are the children which were seen as likely to be adopted by foster
parents.

The two groups are those that are seen as adoptable by foster

parents and chosen for the proj ect, and those that are seen as adoptable
by foster pa-rents

~md

not chosen for the project.

Project staff, in
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consultation with the child's caseworker made the selection, choosing
as proj ect cases those presumed to have the least straightfonmrd path
to adoption.

The number of cases that \vas chosen by the project had

to be within the limit of approximately 25 cases per caseworker.
The results of this analysis are similar to those in the new parent
adopt decision.

The" total variance accounted for is similar, 49 percent

here and 44 percent above.
in both

analyses~

Also, the non-client set is most important

with service history and client being relatively

unimportant.
Thirty- four percent of the variation is accow1ted for by non-client
measures when they entered first.

Discriminators from this set accounting

for significant proportions of the variation are; county climate score
VIII (F (1,82)

=

22.15, p(.OOl) and factor score VIII (F (1,80)

=

5,19,

p.(.05), time for a decision; and county climate score IV (F (1,81) =

7.66, p.(. 01) willingness to tel1ninate despite the unavailability of
adoptive homes.

County climate score II, negative attitude tm'lard

tennination, accounts for a significant part of the variation only
when considered separately (F (1,82)

=

combination with the other variables.
variable and county climate IV is r

=

8.96, p<.01), but not in
111e correlation between this

.41.

Caseworkers \I[ho didn It

like the idea of permanently removing a child from his parents were more
willing to tenninatc in the face of the possibility that an adoptive
home \vould not be fmmd.

County climate IV entered the discriminant

analysis before county climate II.

Because it accounts for a larger

portion of the variance, it takes up variance the two variables hold
in common.

Entered after cOlmty climate IV, the variance accounted for
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by county climate II is substantially reduced.
The curious relationship between county climate score II and county
climate score IV deserves more attention.

The correlation between these

measures suggests that in cowlties \·:here caseh'orkers have a negative
atti tude tm\'ard tennination of parental rights there is a tendency
for workers to be willing to tenninate parental rights despite the
unavailabili ty of adoptive homes.

It might be eXgected that a negath-e

attitude would result in less, not more) \'.'illingness.

However, a look

at the variables comprising these factors reveals that county climate II,
negative attitude toward termination, is strictly an attitude measure,
probing feelings without asking for a decision based on those feelings.
County climate IV demands some intellectual assessment of real conditions
concerning adoptability of children and availability of adoptive homes.
TIlese caseworkers seem to say that \'.'hile they don't like the idea of
termination of parental rights, they favor freeing adoptable children even
though there is a risk that an adoptive home might not be available.
If the child's caseworker and caseworkers in general within a
county believed that they had time to do a termination and were comfortable
with the idea, then the project ''las likely to accept that case.

These

two variables were also important discriminators of the project, nonproject cases in the likely new parent adopt group, the analysis
discussed just before this one.

TIlis factor seems to be a measure not

only of a willingness to find tL"1le to make a decision but a recognition
of the risk of the unknown and a certain anguish at having to move
ahead.
Service history and client variables accolmt
of the variation.

for small percentages

The variable accounting for a Sig!li ficant portion of
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the variation for service history is age (F (1,82)

=

7.00, P <.01) and

for the client set overall placeability is the strongest (F (1,82) =
7.96, E. <' . 01).

Children chosen for the proj ect \Vere younger and

were seen by their caseworker as more placeable.
The placeabili ty rating was correlated

Cr =

,41) with the variable

assessing the child's bonds to his biological father.
the child, the weaker the bonds.

The more placeable

The father bonds variable is significant

(F (1,82) = 4.22, p'-.OS) when other measures are not considered.

But

when entered in a discriminant analysis in a stepwise fashion it diQ not
account for a significant portion of the variation.

When placeability

accounting for a larger proportion of the variation entered. the discriminant analysis before father bonds, it absorbed the variation which
was due to the relationship of the two mea.sures.
Considering the relationship between the three sets of measures
when they are entered in the analysis in all possible orders lit can.
be seen that non-client are predominant no matter when they enter.
Except when it entered after service history, the client set accounts
for the same or more of the variability when it goes in the analysis
or third as when it is first.

Client and non-client measures are

related in such a manner that the predictability of each set is
enhanced when the other set enters before it.
If case\vorkers within a county and the child's particular Horker
felt they had time for a decision and were not bothered by the idea of
terminating parents' rights then a case was likely to be a ;)roject
choice.

J\lso, if caseKorkers in a cOlmty were willing to terminate

parental rights, a case was a probable choice for the project.
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TABLE IX
MEA:\JS FOR VARIABLES SIG:.JIFICANT TO THE DECISION:

SHOULD A aULD LIKELY TO BE ADOPTED BY
FOSTER PARENTS RS GIOSE:, FOn.

TIm PROJECT?

Variables

Project Case
Yes

Client
Overall placeabilityb
c
Father bond

a

F

No

1. 39 (.86)

2.15 (1.46) 7.95:d

1.05 (.46)

1.37 C.85)

4.22*

Service History
98.87 (38.52)124.15 (47.34)7.00**
Non-Client
County Climate II: d N8gative attitude
toward tennination

54.42 (18.06) 45.85 (6.53) 8.96**

County Climate IV: Willin&rness to
tenninate despitedthe Lmavailability
of adoptive homes

59.21 (24.96) 43.50 (22.85)7.66**

COLl.l1ty Climate VIII:
Factor VI I I:

Time for decision d 61.16 (21.58) 38.22 (22.76)22.1S:~:':

Time for decision e

• so (. 77)

-.03 (.70)

5.19*

a Ntnnbers in parentheses are standard deviations
b 1

=

placeable to 5

c 1 = no bonds to 5

=

=

not placeable
strong bonds

d The child's score on this variable is the percentage of caseworkers
in his county scoring above the state mean on the corresponding factor.
e The score for each child is his caseworker' 5 factor score.
-;:
~';:',

p<.OS
p<. 01
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Placeable children were significantly more apt to be picked by the
project.

This relationship held no matter ,,'hen the client set entered

the analysis.

The service history measure age accounts for a significant

part of the variation when it went into the analysis after the non-client
set, to which it has little relation, but it was not relevant lv-hen
entered after others.
Discussion of Project Selection
Accounting for the project decision of l"hether or not the case \Vas
suitable for the project has been moderately successful.
percent of the variance was accounted for.

Forty-nine

A child was more likely to

be chosen by the project in cOlmties where the caseworkers as a group
could find time to do a tennination and where the individual child's
worker could find time.

Thj

"as true for both groups, those who

were seen as headed for foste::: parent adoption and new parent adoption.
Other non-client discriminators of whether a child entered the project
were different for the tlV-O groups.

.

Foster Darent ulan children chosen
~

fOT the project tended to come from counties where caseworkers as a
group had a negative attitude toward termination but nevertheless
showed a willingness to tenninate.

Those headed for adoption by new

parents were more likely to by chosen for the project if they lived
in a county seen as presenting a high barrier to termination, and if
the child's caseworker had a negative attitude tmv-ard the termination.
While non-client measures accounts for a larger :)roportion of the
variation, among the client and service history sets of variables,
father baTriers, overall placeabili ty and age are important.

Younger

children were more likely to be chosen for the project from both groups.
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Children likely to be adopted by ne\'; parents whose fathers presented
the highest barrier to the child's return were least likely to be
chosen for the project.

Fathers in this highest barrier category had

frequently abandoned the child and tell!lination of parental rights \vas
a straightfoTIljard procedure.

The decision about the future of children

'whose fathers presented a major but not severe barrier was not as clear
cut.

The placement decision for these children \,'ould be more diffj cuI t

and require more effort.

The project sought these cases.

Overall

placeabili ty was a predictor of a child headed for foster parent
adoption being chosen for the project with more placeable children
being selected.
IS ADOPTION PURSlJED FOR CHILDREN
LIKELY TO BE Al)()PTED BY FOSTER PJ'.u~E~~TS

Until this stage in the

~rocess

the decisions l:1ade have been agency

ones and in and of themselves carry no legal commitment.
decisions can legally change a child's life.

The next

They can result in an

end to the rights of parents and adoption of the child by other parents.
The indicator of adoption being pursued was when the child became
free from his first parent 1vhether this took place through the court
ordered tennination of parental rights, voluntary relinquishment by
the parent or death of the parent.

Two analyses e:x.!,Jlorec1 this decision.

One discriminated between cases for whom adOIJtion was pursued or not
pursued among those seen as likely to be adopted by foster parents.
TIle second was the same except that cases used \\'ere those seen as
likely to be adopted by new parents.
non-proj ect cases were pooled.

For these analyses project and

1'.11ether or not a case was part of the
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project became an independent variable in these and subsequent analyses.
TIle number of discriminators was further reduced to 15 for these analyses.
The foster parent adopt analysis will be considered first.

Sixty

percent of the variation bet\veen cases pursued and those not IJursued
was accounted for 'with the client set being the most germane.

Client

measures which were significantly different between groups "Jere:

= 29.58,

barrier (F (1,82)

mother

£(.01), father barrier (F (1$81) = 12.11,

P<.Ol) and overall p1aceabi1ity of the child (F (1,80)

=

5.07~ 12.:.0]).

Children who moved toward adoption were likely to have a higher p1aceabi1ity rating and to have parents who presented higher obstacles to
their return home.
A difference was found between the groups on bonds to each parent
when they \vere considered separately, Father (F (1,82)
t. !other (F (1,82)

measures.

= 4.23;

E< .05),

= 6.26, p<.OS),

independent of the influence of other

However, when these variables entered the analysis in a

stepwise fashion neither accounted for a significant amOlmt of the
variation.

The parent-child bonds measures 'vere significantly

correlated with variables entering the analysis first and did not add
to the variation accOlU1ted for after these \\"ere considered.
For both parents a significant negative correlation (Father r
- . 49 and mother r

= -.

=

56) lvas fOlmd between the chi Id 's bonds to that

parent and the extent to which the parents presented a barrier to the
child's return.
child.

High barrier

~arents

The barrier ratings entered

tended to have
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bonds to the

the analysis first, since they

accOlmt for the largest proportion of the variation, and took up
variance held in conmlon by barriers and bonds.

This decreases the

lOS
variance accounted for by bonds in the discriminant analysis.
Service history accounted for 29 percent of the variation when it
entered first.

Whether or not a case was chosen for the project

was used in the analysis as a discriminator and included in the service
history set.

r··-1easures from this set accOlUlting for significant portions

of the group differences were time in foster care (F (1,81)

= 8.21,

p(.Ol) and whether or not the child was part of the project (F (1,82)
20.68,

t(

.01).

=

Those in the project who were in foster care a

shorter time were more likely to move toward adoption.

Age accounted

for a significant difference '·Jhen considered by itself (F (1,82)

=

8.99, pt:::. 01) but did not significantly contribute to a prediction
system containing other measures.

Because of a correlation (r

= .46)

between time in foster care and age, age measure did not account for
a significant amount of the variation entering in a stepwise \\'ay after
time in foster care.
The non-client set was the least important, accolmting for 16 percent
of the variation lv-hen it entered first.

The cOlmty climate measure VIII,

time for a decision, was significant (F (1,82)

=

8.09, p <: .01). If case-

workers as a group within a county felt that they had time for a
decision the adoption 'vas more likely to be pursued.

Here the caseworker

measure, factor VIII, time for a decision, considered by itself
accounts for a significant amount of the variation (F (1,82)

=

5.15, P (.05) but when it entered the analysis in a step\vise f.lshion

after the county climate rating this was not true.

The correlation

between the two measures was .35, pointing to variance held in corrunon
by these measures.
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TABLE X
M8\NS FOR VARIABLES SIG~.JIFICANT TO THE DECISIO~:
IS AOOPTION PURSUED FOP. TIlE FOSTER PAREi'.TT

ADOPT SAMPLE?

Adoption Pursued

Variables
Service History
.
/ flOn-proJect
.
b
P rOJect

a

Yes

No

.65 (.48)

.19 (.40)

100,35 (47.65) 129.42 (38.49)

Age in months

F

20.68 **
8 .....OQ:':*
~;

65,44 (31. 24)

91.77 (41. 77)

8. 2P~:I:

r rother barrier c

5.07 (.45)

4.17 (1. 02)

29.58**

c

4.96 (.78)

4.28 (1. 05)

12. J.l ~':~:;

1. 53 (.65)

2.39 (1. 57)

5.07**

1.32 ( .49)

1.64 (.93)

4.23*

1.15 (.32)

1. 50 (.91)

6. 26~':

55.25 (23.43)

40.56 (23.43)

8.09**

.37 (.82)

-.02 (.67)

Time in foster care
Client

Father barrier

Overall p1aceabi1ityd
e
Bonds to mother
Bonds to father

e

Non-Client
County Climate VIII:
clecision f
Factor VIII:

time for a

time for a decision

g

5.l6~';

~wnbers in parenthesis are standard deviations

b 1 = project and 0

non-project

=

c 1 = minir:ml barrier to child's return to 6 = high barrier
d 1 = placeable to 5

=

not placeable

e 1 = no bonds to 5 = strong bonds
f The child's score on this variable is the percentage of caseworkers
in his county scoring above the state mean on the corresponding factor.
g The score for each child is his caseworkel" s factor score
;';
*;';

lJ<. 05

"'E<.
01
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Considering the relationship of the sets as they entered in different orders, the)' are all reduced in importance, as is usual] y the case,
when they entered second and third.

Non-client measures are greatly

reduced ''''hen entered after other sets.

It appears that measures

having to do ,d th the child are more related tc whether this legal
step is taken than are agency measures.

I f the child IS mother and his

father were seen as high barriers to his return it was significantly
more likely that adoption would be pursued.

Within the service history

set proj ect cases 'vere more likely to have adoption pursued for them
no matter when the set entered.
tmvard adoption was

Younger children tending to head

a significant relationship when t.he set entered

first ancI third but length of time in foster care, a variable correlated
with age (r

=

.46), replaces age when the set entered second.

Discussion
~fuether

this first legally bincIing step \\as taken was best predicted

by measures which should have been relevant:
relationship with his parents.

the strength of the child IS

When the court decides \vhether parents I

rights will be tenninated it is done on the basis of whether their
conduct or condition will pennit them to provide a home for the child.
When parents voluntarily relinquish their rights it is because they
become convinced that they cannot or will not provide a home for the
child.
Other measures, age and time in foster care, indicate that neither
tennination of parental rights nor vohmtary relinquishment 'vas sought
W1less the child was considered adoptable.

:·.11ether the case ,\'as part
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of the project
Though i t

i{aS

wa~

important, indicating that the extra effort helped.

not significant entering the anal>"sis last, after

the effects of the other measures had been considered, the caseworker
measure Factor VIII, time for decision, \Vas important in lUlderstanding
what 'vould happen to the child.

If the worker had time, adoption was

more likely to be pursued.

IS ADOPTION PUHSUED FOR CHILDREN
LIKELY TO BE ADOPTED BY NEW PARENTS
In this decision, \vhich is the same as the one presented just
before it but made for a different group of children, a similar
percentage of the variance (57 percent) 'vas accolUlted for.
Here, as in the analysis of the likely foster parent adoj!t group,
the client set was most prominent, accolUlting for 4.+ lJercent of the
variation when entered first.

The four variables accolUlting for

significant portions of the variation are:

mother barriers to the

child's return (F (1,66) = 4.97, p('.05); overall placeability of the
child (F (1,68)

= 7.77,

p .(.01); bonds of the child to his mother

(F (1,69)

= 17.85, pt... 01) and bonds of the child to his father

(F (1,67)

=

5.97, p.(.05).

The group for whom adoption was pursued,

that is the children \I/ho h'ere free fTom one parent, had felver bonds
to both their mother "md father, were seen as more placeable and
tended to have mothers 1vho presented higher barriers to their return
home.
(,£

As \v-ould be e:--.:pected, mother bonds are negatively correlated

= - .48) ,dth mother barriers; that is, mothers

\\":10

presented higher

barriers to the child's return had weaker ties to the child.

This

resulted in a decrease in the importance of mother barriers in the
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prediction system as it went into the analysis in a stepwise way
after mother bonds, the variable accounting for the largest proportion
of the variance.

Even so, it \vas a significant discriminator.

Both the non-client a'ld the service history sets account for
small amoW1ts of the variation, 13 ?ercent and 14 percent respectively.
One variable in each set is significant.

In the service history

set project cases \vere more likely to move toward adoption (F (1,69)
7.02) E.

<. 01) .

=

Age accounts for a significant portion when considered

separately (F (1,69) = 5.54, pz.05) but when entered in a stepwise
fashion after the project case measure it is not significant.

The

relevant measure in the non-client set is the county climate measure VIII,
of time for decision (F (1,69)

=

4.77, p(. 05) .

Adoption \vas likely

to be pursued, that is the child 'Would be freed from one parent, for cases
from counties in which caseworkers felt they had time to pursue t.ermination of parental rights and iv-ere comfortable i'.'ith the idea.
Figure 7 shm·,rs the relationship between t.he three sets as they
'vere forced to enter the discriminant analysis in different orders.
Client measures account for well over half the total variation no
matter when they entered the analysis.

No large change in variance

accounted for takes place as this set entered second, t.hen third.
One variable within this set, bonds to fat.her, accounts for a significant
percent of the variation no matter when it entered.
is significant only as the set entered first.

Overall placeability

Of the two correlated

variables, mother bonds is significant 'vhen the set is forced to enter
the analysis second and mother barrier is significant "'hen the set
entered last.

Clearly the strength of the mother's relationship to
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her child as measured by bonds to the child and barriers to the child's
return was important in determining \vhet.her that relationship ""ould be
legally ended and adoption would be pursued.
The service history and the non-client set accolUlt for very small
percentages.

Their effect is reduced somewhat in imj)ortance when

they entered second and third after the effect of other related
measures is considered.
case measure

;~ithin

the service history set, the project

is important no matter when the set entered.

No non-client

measure is significant after the set entered first.
Discussion
Comparing the likely foster parent adopt 1vith the new parent adopt
group on discriminators of whether or not adoption was pursued, it
can be seen that similar measures influenced the decision in both
groups.

Client measures were most important, \'lith children whose

relationships with their parents I,;ere weak being more apt to move toward
adoption.

But also inportant were the variables, project case and

time for a decision.

Project cases from counties where caseworkers had

time and inclination to become involved in termination of parenta.l rights
were liable to have adoption pursued for them.
WHAT IS THE Ou'TCOHE FOR 11·m CHILD

The outcome for this study was the ?lacemcnt each subject was in
twenty-eight months after screening took place or they entered the
project.

Four outCOr:lCS 1vere considered; adoption by foster parents,

adoption by new parents, return to parents and foster care.

hThile the

;,)rimary interest of this study is 1d th comparisons between the foster
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TABLE XI
MF...Al\lS FOR

V:~R!ABLES SIG:UFICA?,l1' TO TI-lE
IS ADOPTIO~ PURSUED FOR 'IlIE

DECISION:

NEW PAl""li:i-;l SX'!P LE ?

'
Ad
optIon
PursucQ,a

Variables
Service History

Yes

p rOJect
.
/ non-project
.
b

F

No

.82 (.39)

• S4 (.51)

55.08 (31. 36)

75.54 (41. 28)

5.54*

Mother barriers c

4.87 (.72)

3.85 (1. 41)

4.97*

Overall placeabilityd
e
l,iother bonds
e
Father bonds

1.64 (.71)

2.30 (1.29)

7.77**

1. 57 (.69)

2.65 (1.47)

17.85:';;'':

1. 23 (.52)

1.85 (1.19)

5.97:';

45.00 (19.16)

4.77*

Age in months

7.02**

Client

Non-Client
County Climafe VIII:
for decision

T:Ll1c

56.33 (22.06)

a Numbers in parenthesis are standard deviations
b 1 = project and 0 = non-project
c 1 = minimal barrier to 5 = high barrier
d 1 = placeable to 5 = not placeable
e 1

= no

bonds to 5

= strong

bonds

f TIle child's score on this variable is the percentage of caseworkers
in his county scoring above the state mean on the corresponding factor.

*
*:';

p<.05
p<.01
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parent adopt and new parent adopt groups, because so many of the children
remained in foster care at the end of the study a discriminant analysis
\vas done in an effort to w.derstand hmV' this happened.
1\'10

analyses were done in '""an'" effort to understand factors contributing

to outcome.

One was discriminant analysis of all four outcome groups.

111is permitted an assessment of discriminators for all children in the
sample.

A second analysis discriminated between those actually adopted

,by foster parents and those adopted by new parents.

This peJ1TIi tted a

specification of measures \\"hich made a difference between just these

two groups.
TIle analysis ·which discriminates among the four outcome groups
will be considered first, followed by the one \vhich discriminates

between those adopted by foster parents and those adopted by new parents.
SHOULD TI-rIS CHILD BE ADOPTED BY NEW PA.llEi\TTS, ADOPTED BY
FOSTER PARENTS, REMAIN IN FOSTER CPu~, OR RP.TUR!'-: TO HIS PARE!'·rrS?

In this analysis a larger percentage of the variation (73 percent)
was accounted for then in any of the other analyses.

The client set

is the largest contributor, accounting for 59 percent of the variation
when it entered the analys is first.

Variables wi thin the set accowlting

for a significant portion of the variation 1vhen entered in a step1vise
fashion are bonds to foster parents (F (3,151)
overall placeability (F (3,150)

= 12.49,

=

22.45,

r. <.01) ,

11(.01), father barrier

(F (3,148) = 4".22, pZ.Ol) aTld mother bonds (F (3,149) = 7.88, p(.Ol).

Children adopted by foster parents or remaining in foster care were
judged to have stronger bonds to foster parents than those adopted by
new parents or returned to their parents.
adopted by foster parents and ne'.'l

~Jarents,

The adopted children, both
were the most placeable
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and the lowest placeabili ty scores were fOlmd in the group remaining in
foster care.
The children returned to their parents had stronger bonds to their
mothers and had fathers who presented fewer barriers to their return
than those in other groups.

r:!other barrier (F (3,151)

and bonds to father (F (3,151)

= 10.15,

£<...01)

= 6.66, p<:.Ol) are significant when

considered by themselves but not ivhen entered in the analysis in a
stepwise fashion.

;·.lother barrier is negatively correla.ted (r = -.50)

with mother bonds indicating that a mother considered more likely
to have her child returned also had stronger bonds to that child.

Father

bonds and father barrier were negatively correlated in the sa..';le wa.y
(!.

= -.45).

As has been pointed out before, a variable correlated

with one entering a discriminant analysis before it accounts for a
smaller percentage of the variation than 1vithout the presence of the
first.

Both mother barrier and father bonds were of this type and

did not accOlmt for significant portions of the varia.tion when entered
in the discriminant, though they were significant when considered

separately.
Service history is the next most important set accounting for 29
percent when forced to enter the analysis first.

Age is this set's

only measure accounting for a significant proportion of the group
differences in the discriminant analysis (F (3.151)

= 16.88, F-<.Ol) .

There is a substantial difference ar.long each of the four groups Hith
the oldest children remaining in foster care, the second oldest
group being adopted by foster parents, the third oldest being returned
to their parents and the youngest being adopted by nmv y,>arents.

Time

in foster care and whether or not a case \vas chosen for the project
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are significantly correlated to age (r

= .54

and L

= -.29

respectively).

Older children had spent longer in foster care but \·{ere not as likely
to be chosen for the project.

These variables account for a significant

proportion of the grou;.) differences when considered separately but
not \vhen entered stepwise in a discriminant analysis
care (F (3,151)

(Time in foster

= 7.66, p<.01); Project case (F (3,151)

=

4.31,

p(.Ol),

None of the non-client measures accOlmt for a significant percentage of the grou;.J differences.
The interrelationships of the sets as shown on Figure 6 point
to the strongest association between client and service history !!leasures.
Clearly age, the relevant service history Eleasure, and the client
variables are more closely related to each other than either is
related to the non-client set.
Of the client measures, bonds to foster parents, overall placeabi1ity
and mother bonds account for a significant part of the group differences
no matter when they entered the analysis.

Father barrier is significant

only \vhen entered first and second.
IS TIm OUTCOME FOR THE CHILD
FOSTER PAr~ENT ADOPT OR :.,T1:\"1 PARE\T ADOPT?
This is an analysis of two of the outcome groups, those actually
adopted by new parents and those adopted by foster parents, regardless
of the likely outcome predicted by the case\·;orker.

In all, 63 percent

of the variation bet\;'een the t·1,o[0 groups is accounted for in the
analysis.

TABLE XII
MEA1'SS FOR VARIABLES SIGNIFICA!\lT TO TIlE DECISION:
WHAT PLACFlvffiNT IS MADE?

Placementa

Variables
Service History
PrOJect
. / non-project
. b

New Parent
Adopt

Foster Parent
Adopt

R.eturn to
Parents
.63 (.50)

Remain in
Foster Care

F
4.31**

.83 (.38)

.63 (.49)

Age in months

47.95 (24.07)

93.28 (45.49)

58.68 (47.65) 109.91 (43.38)

16.88*;':

Time in foster care

42.86 (21.93)

62.49 (31.64)

44.37 (30.02)

74.74 (38.70)

7.66**

Mother barrierc
Father barrierc

4.70 (.84)

5.02 (.48)

3.61 (1.62)

4.59 C.88)

10.15**

4.70 (.84)

4.96 (.62)

3.97 (1.61)

4.68 (.87)

4.22**

Overall placeabilityd

1. 36 (.48)

1.47 (.64)

1. 73 (.93)

2.34 (1.34)

12.49**

Ivlother bonds e
Father bonc1s e

1.60 (.57)

1.38 (.69)

2.79 (1.55)

1.60 (.85)

7.88**

1. 20 (.48)

1.22 (.46)

2.05 (1.47)

1.33 (.62)

6.66**

2.58 (1.19)

4.23 (1. 28)

2.03 (1.24)

4.03 (1.20)

22.45**

.44 (.50)

Client

Foster parent bonds e

a numbers in parenthesis are standard deviations
b 1 = project and 0 = non-project
C
1 = minimal barrier to 6 = high barrier

d 1 - placeable to 5 = not placeable
e 1 = no bonds to 5 = strong bonds
*~~
p<.Ol

......
N

0
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Figure 8. Discriminators (client, non-client and service history)
of actual outcoiile for fOllr grou;,->s: adopted by new parents, adopted
by foster parents, returned to parents and rem~ined in foster care.
Variance accounted for as the sets entered in all possible orders.
(Sets at the left of the Figure entered first) ..
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The client set accounts for the largest part, 40 percent.

Variables

wi thin the set \vhich account for whether a child \vas adopted by foster
parents or by new parents are bonds to foster parents (F (1,62) = 26.24,

E.<.01) and overall placeability (F (1,61) = 4.47,

p< .05).

Those

adopted by foster parents had stronger bonds to those foster parents
aTld \vere seen as less placeable than the group adopted by nCh' parents.
In the presence of stronger bonds a less placeable child could be
adopted.

{\'lother barrier accounts for a significant part of the

variation only when the client set entered second after the non-client
measures (F (1,52

= 4. 74 ~ pL::.. 05). For the foster parent adopt

group the mother presented TIore of a obstacle to the child.' s retun'}
to her.
The next most important set is service history, accounting for
28 percent when entered in the analysis first.
significant measure (F (1,62)

Age is the set's

= 20.32, p<.Ol) with older children

being adopted by foster parents.

Time in foster care is significant

when considered separately (F (1,62)

=

7.16) 'P

<. OJ.)

but not when.

included stepwise in the discriminant analysis when it followed. age)
a variable to which it is correlated (1'

=

.52).

The non-client set accounts for a small percent of the variation)
12 percent.

County climate II, a generally negative attitude among

case\vorkers in the child's county, is the only significant measure
in this set (F (1,55)

= 4.70,

r<.05).

This measure is significant

only \\'hen the set entered afteT the client measures.

Children from

counties where caseworkers had a more negative attitude toward termination of parental rights \'lere apt to be adopted by new parents rather
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than foster parents.
Figure 9, showing the relationship among the sets, illustrates
that the relationship is stronger bet,.;een client and service history
than it is between either of these sets and the non-client measures.
Of the client set, bonds to foster parents is significant no matter
when it entered.

Overall placeabili ty accOlmts for a significant

percentage of the group differences only
and second.

\~1en

the set is entered first

No matter when the set entered, age is the significant

service history measure.
Discussion
In the b/o analyses on outcome, the same set) client measures, is
most germane to understanding group differences.

The child I s

relationship ,vi th his parents is important to the outcome, children who
had strong bonds to their mother and a better relationship with their
father were likely to return to these parents or remain in foster care.
If the parents were still involved '''ith the child, he would stay in
foster care or return to them.

If not, adoption was more likely.

For both analyses age and bonds to foster parents are important,
wi th older children tending to be adopted by foster parents or to

remain in foster care.

Placeability is a significant measure, ,.;ith

the children adopted by new parents having been judged most placeable.
111e youngest children were adopted by parents new to them, and the
oldest remained in foster care.
foster parents.

TIle second oldest were adopted by
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TABLE XIII
NEN'-1S FOR VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT TO THE DECISION:
IS TI-ffi PU\CH-IEi\JT AOOPTIO:J BY FOSTER PARENTS
OR ADOPTION BY NEl1 PAHENTS?

Placementa

Variables
Service History

New Parents

F

Foster Parents

Age in months

47.95 (24.07)

93.28 (45.49)

20.32**

Time in foster care

42.86 (21.93)

62.49 (31. 64)

7 .16*~';

Bonds to foster parentsb

2.58 0.19)

4.23 (1. 28)

26.24*:1:

Overall nlaceabili
tv. C
...
Mother barrier d

1.36 (.48)

1.47 (.64)

4.47*

4.70 (.84)

5.02 (.48)

4.74*

55.08 (11.13)

50.55 (14. 75)

4.70:l:

Client

Non Client
County Climate II: Negative attitudes toward
termi!1:1. tione

a Numbers in parenthesis are staT!darc1 deviations.
b 1

= no bonds to 5 = strong bonds

c 1 = placeable to 5 = not placeable

d 1
e

=

mini~al barrier to 6

high barrier

The child I s score on this variable is the percentage of casewor}<ers
in his county scoring above the state mean on the corresponding
factor.

* p<.05
*:';

=

E.<. 01
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G-IAPTER VII

TINE
Knowing hmv long it takes to accomplish the goal of adoption can
be germane to deciding whether or not to begin.

If this takes too long,

some children can become unadoptable while efforts are made to achieve
adoption.

The older child is particularly vulnerable.

He may be adop-

table when efforts are initiated but if too much time lapses it may be
impossible to locate parents willing to adopt a child his age.

Time is

important tL..) for the prospective adoptive parents whose decision may,
at least in part, be influenced by the time it might take.
The time dimension was investigated in tenus of time to accomplish
the goal and what measures accOlmt for the time it takes.

Each child's

status was followed for 28 months beginning with the time speciaJ. attention

i'TaS

first focused on the

case~

that is, it was screened and a de-

cision made as to its likely outcome or it became a project case.

Dates

of key events \'Tere recorded and time was calculated to freedom from the
first parent, then freedqm from the second parent, and finally adoption .

.

In Chapter V a group of children was described who returned to their
parents.

Even though this outcome is not directly related to addressing

the questions asked by this

study~

data concerning it are included be-

cause this 'vas an ilnportant outcome for the study sample.
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TABLE XIV
~1EAN

AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THIE,
TO REACH PLACEHENT

Number

Mean Time
in Months

Foster Parent Adopt

39

14.97

7.81

New Parent Adopt

23

12.39

6.80

Return to Parent

17

10.47

7.67

Placement

Standard
Deviation

Table XIV presents the results of the measurement of total time
from beginning to the outcome for the three groups, foster parent
adopt, ne,,, parent adopt and return to parents.

The table pools all

cases achieving each outcome regardless of how they were freed from
their parents or the route taken to get there.

The average time taken

by each group is similar and there is large variability within the
placements.

An analysis of variance was done and no significant dif-

ference in time was found among the groups.

Thus the cumulative effect

of any variations in time taken to achieve the intermediate goals is
not different for the various outcomes.

It took just as long to \\lork

with parents to have the child returned home as it did to obtain relinquishment or termination and place the child in an adoptive home.
Some differences can be seen in the time taken to reach decisions
along the way (Table XV).

It took significantl)! longer for termination

of parental rights to be accomplished for those h(:at:')d for adoption by
new parents than for children likely to be adopted by foc;ter parents.

TABLE XV
MEAN At'JD STANDA.1ID DEVIATION TIME TO REAO-I PLACB·IENT
BY METHOD OF FREEING THE OULD

PLACEMENT
Foster Parent Adopt
NWllber

New Parent Adopt

Mean Number
of l\'Jonths

Standard
Deviation

Number

Mean Nlunbcr Standard
of Months Deviation

t

Freedom from first parent
Termination

22

3.32

7.30

24

11. 25

6.95

Relinquishment

24

5.58

8.38

18

2.94

8.30

Relinquish-Relinquish

9

9.78

7.14

7

:>.71

9.1H

Termination-Relinquish
or Relinquish-Telmination

8

8.00

7.84

9

8.33

8.35

13

3.15

6.16

18

12.67

7.45

1.74:1:

freedom from both parents

Termination-Termination

I':

p<. as

*oJ:

£.<.01

3.80:'<*

I--'
N
00
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It took longer for the new parent adopt group to be freed by termination
from the first parent and from the second parent.
To understand how this might have happened other data can be useful as well as a description of termination of parental rights process.
Terrnination of parental rights is the legal action by which the court
ends the parent-child relationship.

This is the action taken when the

court finds that the parents cannot care for the child and they do not
voltmtarily relinquish their rights as parents.

Typically this happens

when parents are absent and cannot be located as well as in cases where
parents are actively contesting the court action.

Termination of the

parental rights of an absent parent is straightforward and can be accomplished in

~s

little as 3 or 4 months.

Among project cases when

both parents were absent, freeing the child took 6 months and when both
parents were available it took 13 months.

For project cases at least

termination was faster if the parents had lost contact with the child.
Children headed for adoption by foster parents would be more
likely to have absent parents or parents ,..,ho did not a.ctive1y contest
the action than those headed for adoption by new parents.

These chil-

dren had been in foster care longer than the ne,.., parent adopt group
allowing more time for the parent to disappear or lose interest.
On ratings of the child's bonds to his biological parents, those

headed for adoption by foster parents averaged lower on the strength of
the parent-child relationship.

The child headed for foster parent

adoption remained in foster care longer and had weaker ties to his
parents.

This implies a situation in which the parent was less inter-

ested in continuing a relationship \'lith the child.

In this

sitl~tion
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the dissolution of the legal ties between parent and child was more
quickly accomplished.
All

indication that these foster parent adopt cases were seen as

more straightfonvard, is that a smaller proportion of those seen as not
likely to return home and adoptable were accepted for the project (Chapter V).

The project took cases believed to be difficult to move through

the net\vork of decisions necessary.

It appears that there were fewer

of these difficult cases in the foster parent adopt

Project

sa~ple.

decision makers were correct in that it took a shorter tjme for the
termination cases to achieve this goal but the total time taken was not
different among placements.
In st.UlllIlary, termination of parental rights Has more quickly accomplished for the foster pare!1t adopt group and other evidence would
lead one to expect that the rights of these biological parents could be
more quickly terminated.
ACCOLWTING FOR TIME
Efforts to

accolh~t

for the time taken to achieve either of the

outcomes of interest here \vere only moderately successful.
regression analysis was done for each of the

tl<lO

A stepwise

groups with tjme as

the dependent variable and with the follm . . ing predictors:

mother bond,

age of the child, foster care population in the county, county climate I:
court as a barrier to termination of parental rights and Factor VIII:
time for a decision.

Also of interest was the effect on time of whether

or not a case was part of the project and the variable measuring the
type of parental problem preventing the child's return home.

The

effects of these measures were analyzed by an analysis of variance and
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a test of mean differences.

Measures included in analyses seeking to

account for time were those which appeared from pre\-iotls analyses.
In the regression analysis of the foster parent adopt, the only
significant measure is the foster care population.

It has a nega-

tive correlation with time of -.43 and accounts for 18 percent of the
variance in time.

In counties where the foster care population was

larger the time it took to become adopted by foster parents was less.
Time is an inverse function of the county's foster care population.
Foster care population was the only measure significantly correlated
with time,

The court as a barrier to tennination, county climate I, was

negatively correlated r = -.69 with the foster care popula.tion but the
correlation of this variable with time is not significant r = .17.
lYbre populous or urban cOlllties tended to have courts which did not
present a high barrier to termination of parental rights, but this "vas
not related to the rapidity with which foster parent adoption might be
accomplished.

Somehow the acceptance of this newer placement option

happened more quickly with fewer barriers in the more populous counties.
The foster care population variable did not influence the new parent
adopt group in the same way it did here as will be seen below.
Another variable associated with the time is ,. .hether or not the
case was in the project.

Project cases took significantly longer (mean

18.04 months) to become adopted by foster parents than did non-project
cases (mean = 10.07 months, t = 3.53).
None of the variables is significantly associated with time in
the regression analysis of those children adopted by new parents.

Once

the decision had been made to move toward adoption neither the child's
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age, mother bonds, the factor score related to t:im.e for decision, nor
the county c1 ima te score I: court barriers to termination \'Ji thin the
count)r \'Jere associated with how fast the process was completed.

All

these variables made a difference in discriminant analys is. The foster
care population variable which is significantly associated with the
time it took to implement the foster parent adopt decision is not relevant for nm" parent adopt (r

= "04).

Children in the pToject took significantly longer to be adopted
by new parents.

Project cases took 14 months and non-project cases took

six months (t (21)

=

2. 26~ P ('.025).

1he

~roject

placed 19 children in

adoptive homes with new parents whereas the non-project group consisted
of four cases.
DISCUSSIO:-.J
To stmlTIlarize s from the analyses of time it can be seen that both
adoption and returning the child to his f.larents took about a year.

Also

it appears that the parental rights of parents who had lost contact with
their children \'Jere terminated more quickly.

Efforts to account for

the time to attain adoption resulted in identifying project cases as
taking longer.

Children adopted by foster parents were likely to

achieve the goal more quickly if they lived in more populous counties.

CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

This study evaluates a relatively new policy -- adoption by foster
parents.

The study concludes that adoption of foster children by their

foster parents has been shown to be a viable option in permanent planning
for children in foster care.

Compared to adoption by new parents it can

be accomplished for as many of the children, as quickly and with no
serious negative consequences.

Perhaps the greatest strength of adop-

tion by foster parents lies in the fact that it permits the adoption of
children who might not be placeable otherwise -- the older, ha.rder-toplace child.

Nur"mms

ADOPTED

Efforts to find a permanent home for children seen as needing
adoption by foster parents \vere as successful as for those headed for
adoption by new parents.

Approximately the same proportion of children

were adopted by foster parents as were adopted by parents new to them.
Since the home was already available for children adopted by foster
parents it seemed likely that more adoptions would be accomplished in
this group.

Certainly the new option is no more risky and so from this

standpoint it is a good policy alternative.
Though the mnnber achieving adoption \'laS not different between
groups almost half of the children in both

gyOUPS

remained in foster

care, though other placements had been predicted for them.

It is
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possible that some remained in foster care because it Ivas the best plan
for them, but there are indications that some others stayed for reasons
not associated with what was in their best ·interests or the best interests of their parents.

The oldest, those in foster care the longest,

and least placeable children remained in foster care.
were no options for exit.

For

the~

there

1hese characteristics are not related to hOiv

badly a child needed a permanent home but to the chances of locating a
family willing to accept such a child.
From these results it appears that the best chance a cJlild has of
leaving foster care is if he leaves soon after entry.

This requires

intensive efforts to find the most appropriate placement from the day
of entry into the system.

Cases in this study had been in foster care a

year or more before case,V'orkers were asked to indicate likely outcome.
For some, the possibility of exit froJ11 foster care seems to have been
blocked because they had been in so long.
care a placement goal was set

up~

revised later if necessary, and in-

tensive efforts made to achieve this
foster care would be more lH:elyo

If, at entry into foster

outcome~

then reducing the time in

A method of monitoring these efforts

is suggested in the next section.
Judging from the success of the proj ect in placing more children
in permanent plans than were placed outside the project, we must conclude that the goal setting, close monitoring, and special effort pay
off.

The project chose more difficult cases but managed to mmre more

of them out of foster care.
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TINE
From the standpoint of time, foster parent adoption measures up
well to adoption by new parents.

It took approxiTilately one year to

achieve adoption and the groups were not different.

It is difficult to

say how long the process should take but in the interests of the child$
his potential a.doptive parents and even his

parents~it

should be ma.de a.s

efficient as possible.
There was wide variability in the time it took to reach adoption.
It is likely that this can be attributed largely to differences in the

ease or difficulty of freeing a child from his parents.

If parents are

involved with the child yet cannot make the changes necessary to pe"l:'mit
his return to their care, then the time to complete an adoption is longer,

Whether a case is intrinsically short or long, giving service pro-

vides due process safeguards of the

rights of parents,

Pro-

viding due process and services to parents takes a certain amount of
time and this process must run its full course.
serve no useful purpose in resolving the case.
study such delays can be seen.

Yet delays occur which
In the results of this

In Polk County the court delayed case

resolution because of one judgeis aversion to the idea of termination
of parental rights.

Cases headed for foster parent adoption. in less

populous counties took longer than those in the more urban counties for
reasons that are not clear but could not have been related to the case
itself. Agency policy should be directed toward the elimination of

tID-

necessary delay while at the same time guaranteeing a full exploration
cf the possibility of the child returning to his parents.
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While adoption by foster parents can be accomplished as quickly
as adoption by new parents, there is evidence that unnecessary delays
occur in both.

In view of the many opportll.'li ties for delays a policy

for periodic review of every foster care case seems advisable.

Such

a process ,,,,ould pennit a group outside those most closely involved in
the case to go over case plans and progress and evaluate the efforts
made to secure a. permanent plan and perha.ps offer direction to fa.cilitate case resolution.

i\~ether

the court, the agency 1 or a citizen group

conducted the review, it could provide some assurance that appropriate
service is being offered without inappropriate delay.
The lack of this kind of monitoring is evident from the effort
to define decisions made for all cases as they move toward adoption.
striking finding is that few decisions were made for all cases.

A

By

reading the case studies it can be seen that many judgments 1-Jere made
but the number made and the manner in which they were made varies with
the case, the caseworker and the county.

The agency did not demand

that certain decisions be made for all cases.
by the court: freeing the child

fr~

Those made were manda.ted

his parents and adoption.

ly speaking, even these decisions \-Jere not made for every case.

StrictSome

children were adopted after having been freed from only one parent and
wi thout having been freed from the second.

In view of the importance

of these decisions it is unfortunate that no system was in place to
assure that they '<Jere made and were in the best interests of the child
and his parents.
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WHO IS ADOPTED

Clearly the characteristics of the cl1ildren adopted by foster
parents differ from those of the children adopted by new parents.

The

former were older, had been in foster care longer, and considered less
placeable.

As a permanent planning option, adoption by foster parents

taps a population not easily placed in the other options available, return to

parc-~ts

or adoption by new parents.

j~

a child grolvs older and

remains in foster care longer his ties to parents become weaker ru1d the
option of returning to them is more remote.

Parents who seek to adopt

through the traditional adoption route usually seek as young a child as
possible and one with feH problems.

Somehow, perhaps because of a deep

emotional tie which develops as the child lives in a foster
qualities are not critical to adoption by foster parents.

home~

these

This is an

important value of adoption by foster parents as a. policy a.lternative.
It is a resource for those not likely to be placed in any other way.
Variables which influenced decisions made prior to the final outcome were similar to those influencing the final outcome.

One differ-

ence is in the importance of the non-client measures \vhich should not
have been relevant.

Although these variables were

110t

genaane to the

final decision, they did influence decisions prior to the final one.
Non-client measures were most influential in choosing project
cases in both the new parent adopt and the foster parent adopt groups.
Once the child I s caseworker indicated that adoption \vas likely, the
project staff chose cases handled by workers who did not have a negative
attitude toward termination of parental rights and were comfortable \dth
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the idea.
In addition to influencing whether or not a case was accepted
for the project, certain non-client measures influence other decisions.
They are predictive of the caseworker decision about whether adoption
was likely by foster parents or new parents and with the decision as to
whether or not the adoption was pursued.

1\1[0

non-client measures e.ffect

the caseworker decision a.s to ·who was likely to adopt.

Caseworkers who

had a negative attitude toward termination of parental Tights tended to
say foster parents were likely to adopt.

Cotmties in which l"mrkers as

a group indicated a willingness to proceed with termination of parental
rights even though em adoptive home might not be available tenclec. to
predict that the child would be adopted by foster parents,

The foster

home is a readily available resource and the new adoptive home must be
located once the c11ild is freed.

It appears that among workers for

whom the idea of termination is somewhat more aversive and there is a
willingness to risk not finding an adoptive home, foster parent adoption
could be accepted.
Whether or not adoption was pursued, that is \vhether the child
was freed from at least one parent, was accounted for in part by the
measure "time for a decision."

If the caseworker saw himself as having

tnne for a decision, adoption was likely to be purused.

This attitude

held by caseworkers was predictive of whether the relationship of a
child and his parent was legally permanently dissolved.

For the new

parent adopt group only the county clnnate time for decision was
significant but for foster parent adoptions both county climate and
case,vorker's attitude of having time for a decision \-Jere significant.
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Adoption was more likely to be pursued if caseworkers could accept the
idea of termination of parental rights and had time to become invJlved.
Generally caseworkers ,,.rho were more reluctant to get involved in
termination of parental rigllts made decisions which favored foster
parent adoption.

Decisions were influenced by attitudes.

The impor-

tance of these non-client measures in accounting for decisions made
about a child points again to a need for closer consulta.tion) monitoring, and case review so that decisions are made based on the needs of
the child and his parents and not on attitudes of the caseworker.
LEGAL SAFEGUARDS FOR

PA~ENTr"J..

RIGHTS

The soundness of foster parent adoptions as a policy depends on
the existence of adequate legal safeguards for parental rights.

TIle

best interests of the child as a doctrine provides insufficient reason
to transfer rights from parents to others.

Oregon's statute providing

for termination of parental rights requires court determination on the
basis of specific grounds and does provide the due process safeguards
necessary for foster parent adoption to be a sound family and child
welfare'policy.

(O.R.S. 419.523)

Guaranteeing that the rights of parents are fairly dealt '''ith is
not entirely in the hands of the social service agency.

Agency adop-

tion can not take place until the child is legally free from his parents.

Preceding adoption a thorough exploration of the ability and

interest on the part of parents to care for the child must be made.
Oregon

statute

penni tting

the

tellllination of

The

parental

rights points to three legitimate reasons for taldng this action.

TIle
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parents have (1) abandoned or deserted the child \\"hich means that they
have not contacted him for a specified period; (2) exhibited conduct
detrimental to the child and have failed to adjust the circumstances
of their life to permit his return; (3) a diagnosed condition preventing the child'sreturn such as mental illness or deficiency.

If one

of these three situations cannot be established to the satisfaction of
the court, then the child is not free to be adopted by anyone.

UNEXPECTED RESULTS
An unanticipated result for this sample believed headed for adoption was that 11 percent of the sample returned to their parents though
the criterion for inclusion in this study Ivas that the child seemed
lllllikely to return home and was adoptable.

Given the value held by our

society that a child belongs "VJi th his parents if this is at all possible,
the first effort must always be to return a child to his parents.

The

case studies have described the kind of effort made to return the child
home.

The data indicate that some success was achieved in reaching this

goal even for those for whom this lvas seen least likely.
Another llllanticipated finding relevant to both study groups is
that 25 children were legally free fran their parents but were not adopted.

The foster parent. adopt and new parent adopt groups did not differ

in the proportion who were freed but not adopted.
was to place these children in adoptive homes.

Clearly the intent

While it is possible

that some will be placed sometime after the 28-month period covered by
this study, this situation appears to point to the need for more
efficient adoptive home finding.

Most of the children in this study
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were older than the child typically adopted. in the past, had been in
several different homes and thus would be labeled hard-to-place.

Those

remaining in foster care at the end of this study were older and had
been in foster care longer than any of the permanently placed groups.
Mlile many parents who have traditionally sought to adopt might shy
away from these children, innovative programs across the country are
managing to locate parents who are willing to adopt the hard-to-place
(Unger et al., 1977).

rThrough extensive recruitment of adoptive homes,

willingness to risk a failed adoption, and through the development of
procedures for successfully re-placingthe child from a failed placement
into a new adoptive home, the successful adoption of these children has
been increased.

A closer look at reasons children were freed but not

placed would indicate the extent to which such special placement programs 1-lould be useful in Oregon.

Presumably the goal would be to pro-

vide an adoptive home for all children who cannot live with their parents and the availability of the option should not be limited by the
characteristics of the child.

OTHER CONSIDFRATIONS
The study done here and reported thus far does not evaluate the
real output of the policy completely.

A complete· assessment would in-

clude a look at the cost of the policy, the psychological effects on the
child and family of both the process and placement, and the \vay policy
effects other related policies and agency activities.

Some information

is available from other sources which helps address these issues.
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TIle effects on the adjustment of the child of being adopted by
foster parents (Lahti et al., 1977) discussed more fully in Olapter II,
appear to be positive and no different

in social adjustment from those

of children being adopted by new parents.

Adoptions completed are as

stable and the child appears to be as 'veIl off in a foster parent adopt
situation.
While it is not the purpose here to present a cOr.lplete cost
analysis~

some relevant data are available from an analysis done for

the project.

The results of this analysis was that in three years all

project costs had been defrayed by savings made by moving c11ildren out
of foster care (Emlen et al., 1977).
One way agency policy can affect adopt:i.on by foster parents is if
the foster care population changes.

The availability of the children

for adoption by foster parents depends at least in part on the failure
to recognize that foster care is not perfonning a f-unction for 1vhich it
was designed.

Presumably if foster care is a tempora.ry placement and

planning for a pennanent placement is started 1.J1lJl1ed.iately upon the
child f s entry into care, then fewer children would remain in a foster
home so long that adoption by those parents would become the only viable
option for pennanent placement.

While the number of children available

for adoption by foster parents may vary, it is likely that situations
will always exist in which this policy 1'Jill be in the best interest of
the child.
Foster parent adoption policy can effect related policies in that
it could decrease the numbers of children adopted by parents ne\vto
them.

If foster parents frequently take children with the hope of
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adoption, this can reduce the number of children and families available
through the traditional adoption channels.

Though the policy clearly

states that tllis should not happen, it does happen.

Results presented

in the Follow-up Study of the Oregon Project (Lahti et al., 1977) indicate that 22 percent of the foster parents \vho adopted saw the placement as permanent from the tnne the child came to live with theJll.

A

case study describes how this happened in one situation.
CONCLUSIONS
Considering the results of this study and the results of other
studies~

the idea of adoption by foster parents is concluded to be a

sound option.

When the child's parents cannot care for him and the

child has developed an emotional attac}]ffient to foster parents, a satisfactory peI11Janent horne can be found "I.'lith the;:}.

This permits the place-

ment of children less likely othen;ise to find a horne.

The use of this

option could be extended as a \-Jay of seeking homes for other children
who might not otherwise be placeable.

If in certain situations with

adequate legal safeguards, a child \vas placed in a home with the recognition on the part of both parents and agency that adoption \'las a
likely outcome, the use of this

t)~e

find homes for the hard-to-place.

of placement could be expanded to

This would reqi.lire a revision of the

policy permitting foster parents to adopt.
By the time data collection for this study lvas begun, Oregon's
child welfare agency had instituted a policy permitting foster parents
to adopt.

From a policy of forbidding adoption by foster parents, this

change pennitted it tmder certain circumstances.

This stated policy 'Was
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that if foster parents \'lished to adopt and "if this seems a good plan,
the case\'lorker should spell out in the child's sunnnary under 'Type of
Horne Needed ' giving the reasons '<lhy this is or is not in the child's
best interest" (Note 4).

If agreement was reached that adoption \<las in

the best interest of the child, and grounds for tennination of parental
rights clearly documented, the final decree could be issued in approximately six m::mthso
1975~

By the time the study was nearing its end in December,

an elaboration of the procedures and conditions had been developed

(Appendix).

Criteria presented in this later policy statement closely

approximate those for adoption by Hew parents -- that is adoptive parents
must be able to shm<l that they can provide a good pennanent home for
the child.

One additional criterion was set for foster parents \'lanting

to adopt which is not and cannot be required of ne\v parents.

It is that

the child must have been in the horne long enough so that those in charge
of the adoption could be sure that a good adjustment has been made and
an emotional attachment developed.
The important distinction between foster care as a temporary placement and adoption as legally permanent is stressed in the policy statement.

At the onset of placement, the foster parents must understand

that the placement is temporary and work with the agency in developing
an appropriate home for the child.

Some foster

come an appropriate home for the child.

c~re

placements do be-

Some foster care placements do

become candidates for adoption, but only later when the child is legally
free, has developed a relationship \'lith the foster parents, and the
agency has decided that this is in the best interests of the child.
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The new policy, then, does not change the conditions of a child's entry
into a foster care home nor the lUlderstanding and behavior expected of
families il/ho have a foster child in their care.

l';lmt has been changed

is that foster parents can adopt if subsequent events transpire in such
a \'lay that adoption is desirable.
If a formal procedure could be developed by h"hich a family and
child could test their ability to form a relationship before adoption,
it is possible that homes could be found for more children particularly
those who arc hard-to-place.

If a pool of families interested in adopt-

ing and \'lilling to take a foster child could be developed, then children seen as likely to be available for adoption could be placed in
their care.

This could provide a "JaY of taking ad\-antage of the attrac-

tion between parents and children which somet:imes results in development
of strong ties.
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Discussion
Adoption and foster care CITe two distinct services provided for
children involving different relationships aDO responsibilities.

It

must be kept in mind that from its onset foster caTe is temporary by
nature wherea.s adoption is pennanent and ultirr.ately results in a permanent legal relationship between chilcl and parents.

To fail to de-

lineate the temporary nature of foster care and the permanent nature of
adoption at the onset and during the course of a foster home placement
is unfair to child, natural parents and foster paTents.

Foster parents

who accept a child with adoption in mind normally cannot share the child
with the agency and natural paTents, and sharing is essential if the
agency is to plan appropriately for the child.

Under no circumstances

should a child be placed in foster care \dth the foster parents being
led to believe adoption by them may be possible, with the exception of
foste:r-adopt situations \vhich are only to be planned through the Adop-
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tion Unit. Vlhile we must recognize some foster home placements do
appropriately become adoptive

plru~ing,

this decision can only be made

at a later date when the child has been in the foster home for a period
of time and (1) the child is legally free for adoption or could readily
be legally freed, (2) a relationship and corrnitment between child and
foster parents has developed, (3) the agency has thoroughly considered
the situation and a decision has been made.
POLICY STATFNR\JT

When it appears a child will not be returning to his own home and
other pemanent plans are being considered and the foster parents express interest in adopting, their interest should irnrJediately be evaluated along Hith other rennanent planning options.

This will need to be

done on a case-by-case basis considering at all times the best interest
of the child.

An early agency decision as to the suitability of adop-

tion by the foster parents should be made on a local level utilizing the
lalmdedge of· r.asework, supervisory, administrative staff, other disciplines as indicated, and with consultation from the wanager of the
Adoption Unit of Central Office, if necessaryo Under no circumstances
should this decision be made by one individual.
CRITERIA FO:{ CONSID&'UNG FOSTER PAH.ENTS' INTEREST IN ADJPTION
1.

The child is legally free for adoption or can be readily freed.

2.

The child has been in the foster home for a sufficient period
of time to establish that a good adjustment has been mde,
that a solid emotional attachment is developing

.

bet~.;een

child

and foster narents which ,,",auld make accentance of another
~
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family difficult for the child, the foster parents have made
a commitment to the child; or, if the child. by virtue of age
and extended length of time in the foster home would not be
able to accept another home, keeping in mind that length of
stay in itself does not constitute an inability for the child
to move.
3.

Foster parents have demonstrated good parenting ability and.
are capable of meeting the child's needs now and as he grows
older.

40

Both foster parents are highly motivated toward maJdng this a
permanent relationship.

s.

Foster parents' ages are appropriate to the age of the child.
The general guideline should be that the foster parents should
be no older than 60 when. the child reaches 21.

6.

Foster parents have no mown handicapping physical condition
which predictably may reduce their life expectancy.

7.

Foster parents can realistically assume financial responsibility for the child.

No family will be excluded because of

income alone.
8.

The child is emotionally or physically handicapped and foster
parents have demonstrated an ability to accept and deal with
child's problems.

9.

The foster parents are capable of protecting the child from
natural parents' interference, should this occur.
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10.

Consultation with the manager of the Adoption Unit has established no other adoptive home is currently available that
could better meet the child's needs.

The above criteria must be considered in combination as no single
criterion is sufficient to base a decision upon.

Criterion (3) must be

established in all cases.
PROCEDURE
While procedure needs to be flexible and leave room for individual
regional differences, it must include certain basic elements:
1.

Early identification by the social service worker of adoptable
children and of their foster parents who appear an appropriate
resource to be explored.

2.

As soon as it appears adoption lnay be possible and the foster
parents express an interes1 in adopting, the case must be
reviewed by the social service worker and supervisor.

3.

If an adoption request by foster parents is being evaluated
by social service worker and supervisor, a staff meeting should be
held including the child's social service worker, supervisor,
regional adoption worker and foster home certification

worker~

branch manager or his designee, and other disciplines when
appropriate.
The purpose of this staffing is to establish:
a.

Adoption is an appropriate plan to consider for the child.
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b.

The child is legally free for adoption or can be freed
quickly.

c.

Evaluation or analysis of the circuJi1.stances that give
rise to consideration of the foster

ho~e

as an adoption

resource.
d.

Evaluation of the stTengths and \vealmesses in the foster
home for the particular chilG. as well as motivation of
both foster parents.

4.

A decision should be made as to the direction in

planning~ ~·.'ho

will carrj out the d.ecision and in what time frame.

The

decisions and its reasons must be documented in the case
record.
5.

If the child is legally free and the decision is that the
foster parents should adopt, the decision will be documented
and referred to the manager of the Adoption Unit in Central
Office who will ascertain that all areas needing consideration
have been covered and will then refer the foster parents to
an adoption worker who \dll take their application to adopt
c:.!!.d complete the necessary home study to assure the family

meets minirnurJ1. standards for an adoptive home as per usual
procedure.
6.

If the local decision finds adoption by the foster parents an
unsuitable plan, the ;nanager of the Adoption Unit in Central
Office will be advised in \',Ti tin?, of the reasons, with a copy
to the regional manager.

If the manap.:er of the Adoption Unit

detennines the reasons are valid, no adoptive study will be
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completed and the appropriate steps Kill be taken to :nove the
child if the foster parents are tmable to help him !'love into
an adoptive home.

An adoptive home will be selected by the

usual procedure.

If after reviewing the local decision the

manager of the Adoption Unit in Central Office questions its
validity, the child will not be moved and an adoptive study
of the family will be completed which will then be staffed in
regular adoption committee.
70

If the foster parents disagree wi tIl a local decision not to
allmv them to adopt, they will be given the opportunity to
make application to adopt, and to be considered in adoption
COI!lJnittee 'With other suitable homes for the child.

Nothing in this policy statement is intended to elimina.te the need
for an adoptive home stuc1.y or the usual process in conpleting an adoption.

